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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this report is to document the AF Human Factors Engineering

effort covering the over-all system review and evaluation of the AHF Launcher

System for the 107A-2 Titan Weapon System, OSTF & TF-I. The report has been

designed to present summarized human factor data and discussion concerning 30

selected items of launcher equipment. A Summary Checklist of human factors

considerations and an illustrated Summary of Inputs was originated and

prepared for each item, as well as a tabulated Synopsis which identifies

-pertinent human factors considerations, type of documentary compliance, human

factors criteria for success, documentation of varying methods of human factors

participation, type of verification performed, recommendations that were made,

Ii and the degree to which they were adopted.

The report is divided into three main sections:

7 1. an introduction which discusses background information and the

format of the report (Chap. 1-7);

2. a major section which contains 30 evaluations and and sets of

human factors recommendations for AMF launcher equipment (Chap. 8-26);

3. an Appendix which reproduces 3 typical human factors man-machine

analyses for the Titan Launcher.

It is expected that this report will be helpful to the Air Force and

to all missile manufacturers in future weapon system programs, as it pin-

points the type and scope of problems met in systems design of missile hardware.

I- The results are: several hundred human factors recommendations were made

Ii and adopted; only 273 of these were documented, since many were incorporated

directly into the design during the early, informal concept phase. Of the 273

!! recommendations made:

555 were adopted completely

i 13% were partially adopted

32' were not adopted
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J.. FOREWORD

This document is the Final Report of the Human Factors Engineering

Review and Evaluation of the Launcher System designed and developed by

-American Machine & Foundry Company for the Titan Weapon System 107 A-2

Training Facility (TF-1) at Vandenberg Air Force Base. The final report

was prepared by members of the Human Factors Engineering Section, Technical

Staff, of the Greenwich Engineering Division.

I- Although this report concerns itself primarily with the Training

" Facility, it will also contain special indications of those human factor

problem areas or recommendations pertaining to the Operational System

JTest Facility (OSTF) wherever a difference may exist between OSTF and this

presentation for TF-1.

At a later date, this TF report will be followed by a Final Report of

the Human Factors Engineering Review and Evaluation of the Operational Base

(OB) T-1. The OB T-1 Final Report will be concerned only with those aspects

of the launching system which are found to be different from the material

presented in this report for TF-1.

i

i
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CHAPTER I - Introduction

1.0 Subject

This report in 3 volumes, presents AMF's Final Report of the Human

Factors Engineering review and evaluation of the Launcher System for

L the Titan Weapon System 107A-2, OSTF and TF-l.

S1.1 Authority For Report

This Human Factors Engineering Final Report has been authorized by,

and has been prepared in compliance with:

(1) Air Force Ballistic Missile Technical Directive No. 58-4003,

titled "Human Factor Engineering Design," dated 22 December

1958, to Air Force Contract No. AF 33(047)-138.

V (2) Paragraph 3.17, "Final Human Engineering Report," of Specifica-

tion ARS-IOOIC, Titled "AMF Data Specification, Data Requirements

for WS 107A-2 Launcher System," dated 31 December 1959.

1. 1.2 Purpose of Report

L The purpose of the final report is to document all Human Factors En-

gineering effort on the Titan Launcher System. It covers Human Factors

participation, findings, criteria and the recommendations which were

made for the best application of criteria.

A secondary purpose is to indicate those areas of design, installa-

tion, operation and ground support of the Launcher System which could

-be improved by the incorporation of recommendations which are not now

- contractually mandatory.

1.3 Human Factors Evaluation Team Members

The following members of the Technical Staff Human Factors group at

AMF have participated in the human factors evaluation of the Titan

1-1



Launcher System, covering the period from January 1958 to date:

Leo Bricker, Supervisor

Lewis W. Bennett

Harry N. Breeden

Isaac De Botton

Albert A. Glass

William R. Lindroth

Arthur Lyman

Rona F. Malhenzie

Robert J. Murphy

William M. Tamone

Edward Williamson

r 1.4 Scope of the Report

This report is primarily a history of the AMF Human Factors effort

on the Titan Launcher System. It should be understood that this is

not a report of the "as built" system status, so that a personal

appraisal of the net results of the Launcher System in the field in-

stallation might not completely indicate the full extent of the effort

expended by the AWF Human Factors team over the past 4 years.

1.5 Organization of the Report

The report is divided into 5 major sections:

(1) Background information in Chapters 1, 3, 4, 5

(2) Summarization of the evaluation in Chapter 2

(3) The 7 major Human Factors considerations in Chapters 6 and 7

(4) Separate Human Factors Engineering evaluations of the Launcher

System equipment, in chapters 8 through 26

(5) Appendix, which appears separately as volume III. 1-2
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Chapter II

Summary

1.0 OBJECTIVE

It is the purpose of this report to document all AMF Human Factors

Engineering effort on the Titan 107A-2 Launcher System.

This has been accomplished by utilizing the Human Factors team in

multiple functions. From a "systems" point of view, team participation

covered:

(1) identification of areas of human factors consideration,

(2) notation of documentary compliance, (whether contractual,

AFBA 57-8A or other technical documents),

(3) generation of criteria for success,

(4) documentation of methods of application of these criteria,

(5) abstracts of the human factors recommendations,

(6) notation of the method of verification used to support the

y need for the recommendations,

(7) and lastly, the actual result as to hardware incorporation of

the human factor recommendation.

A relative value was assigned each factor for the item under

consideration.

2.0 FINDINGS

Thirty items of launcher equipment were reviewed and evaluated

according to human factors standards. A summary checklist was prepared

for each item, indicating which human factors considerations were required,

the phase-in stage of the effort, what human factors objectives were

involved, and to which models these factors were applicable.
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- Figure 2-1 presents a composite summary of human factors effort,

arranged by human factors categories versus items of launcher equipment.

I From this figure one can identify those factors which applied most often

to the Launcher System, as well as those items of equipment which

I. required the largest range of human factor consideration.

It should be noted, however, that this composite is not intended to

I show which items of equipment required the greatest expenditure of work

I effort.

Figure 2-2 ranks the 30 items of AMF equipment in descending order

T from those items found to require consideration of the largest number of

human factors; namely, the Work Platform and Personnel Elevatordown to

1- the item requiring the smallest number of human factor considerations;

1' namely, the Main Closure Door Klaxon.
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No. of Factors
Out of 30

Rank Item Possible

1 Work Platforms 15
2 Personnel Elevator 13
3 In-Silo Degreasing 12
4 GSE Missile Emplacement

System 11
4 Mobile Work Platform 11
14 Ground Level Control

Station 11
4 Human Initiated Failures 11
4 Utilities 11
5 Bottom Access Stairway 10
6 Crib Locking System 9

-- 6 Logic Racks 9
6 Mobile Test Rack 9
6 Personnel Stairway 9
6 Contamination Prevention

Procedures 9

-- 7 Lifting and Handling Equipment 8
7 Tunnel Entrance Control

Station8
7 Motor Control Center 8
8 Communications 7
8 Crib to Silo Bridge 7
8 Tug Truck 7
8 Power Pack Room 7
8 Main Drive 7
8 Emergency Ladder 7
9 Trailer, Lift and Maintenance

Dolly 6
9 Launcher Platform 61 10 Shower and Eye Wash Station 5
10 Launcher Platform Accessory

Equipment 5
11 Safety Nets 4
11 Guard Rails & Safety Gates 4
12 Main Closure Door Klaxon 2

Figure 2-2 AMF Launcher Equipment ranked in terms of number of
human factor areas considered.
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Ii

Figure 2-3 presents a ranked listing of the categories of human

factors effort in terms of (1) the proportion of the 248 items affected

by this consideration, (2) the component proportion of the effort which

was expended on each category, and (3) the proportion of the 30 itens of

j AF equipment which were susceptible to that category of human factors

scrutiny. It is to be noted that 90% of the equipment was affected by

considerations of Anthropometric Compatibility and 70% were affected by

i consideration of proper Access for Servicing, with the list tapering down

to 3 1/3% being affected by consideration of the Fear of Being Crushed.

I It should be understood, however, that although this human factors

effort was extensive, comprehensive and highly successful in terms of

J number of recommendations adopted, the work here reviewed and summarized

]r does not include the entire scope of the work done by the Human Factors

Engineering Team. Two major reasons account for this discrepancy:

(1) Some items, such as the In-Silo Stage Separation, which

consumed great amounts of human factors time and effort, were

deleted completely from the Titan program and this effort is

reported upon.

(2) Many unrecorded hours of human factors team effort were

expended during the early phases of the MIF Titan program.

Informal conferences were held with hardware designers during

the concept stage, and recommendations were incorporated directly

into the work while it was still on the drafting boards. Since

these early efforts were not covered by reports or other

documentation, they are not included in this summarization.
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No. of % of Total % of Equipment
Items H.F. Effort Requiring H.F.

Category Of Human Factors Effort Affected Expended Effort

(f) (f/248) (f/3o)

Anthropometric Compatibility 27 10.890 90.0
Maintenance: Servicing Access 21 8.469 70.0
Safety Devices (other than itemized) 17 6.855 56.66
Safety (Protection from Falling) 16 6.452 53.33
Controls & Displays 15 6,049 50.00
Maintenance: Remove & Replace 15 6.049 50.00
Fear of Falling 15 6.049 50.00
Maintenance: Physical Limitations

in Handling 13 5.247 43°33
Fail Safe Design 12 4.839 40.00
Feeling of Insecurity 12 4.839 40.00
Illumination 12 4.839 40.00
Safety: Warning Devices 11 4.435 36.66
Human Usage: Procedure 9 3.629 30.00
Maintenance: Visual Access 8 3.225 26.66
Safety: Escape Provisions 8 3.225 26.66
Maintenance: Ease of

Maneuvering Vehicles 7 2.822 23.33
Malfunction Detection 5 2.016 16.66
Maintenance: Transportation of

_- Handling Equipment 5 2.016 16.66
Fear of Isolation 4 1.612 13.33
Fear of Heights 3 1.209 10.00
Protection from Biological

Damage 3 1.209 10.00
Human Usage: Training/Selection 3 1.209 10.00
Acoustic Energy (Noise) 2 .806 6.66
Humidity & Temperature 2 .806 6.66
Safety: Chemical Decontamination 1 .403 3.33
Safety: Protection from Entanglement 1 .403 3.33
Fear of Being Crushed 1 .403 3.33

Totals 248 100.%

Figure 2-3 Human Factors Engineering Areas considered for each of
the 30 items of equipment evaluated.
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Figure 2-4 presents a breakdown of the 273 human factors recom-

mendations which were made in terms of the sub-group totals and the

V proportion which applied to each of the 27 human factors considerations

under study.

In order of activity, the first and second largest categories are

nearly equal, with Maintenance Factors totaling 27.5 while Human

Engineering Design Factors total 26.1% of the total 273 recommendations.

A very close third is Safety Factors with 23.7%. The remaining 22.7% is
I.

divided among 4 groups, with Psychological Factors at ll.7%,Environimental

Factors at 5.8%, Human Usage Factors at 4.1%, and Physiological Factors

at 1.1%.

3.0 RESULTS

Analysis of degree of the adoption of the 273 human factors

recommendations which were made indicates the following results:

55% of recommendations have been completely adopted,

13% of recommendations have been partially adopted,

32% of recommendations were not adopted.

Investigation disclosed that four major reasons accounted for the

non-adoption of 32% and the partial adoption of 13% of the recommendations:

(1) such adoption would have delayed the schedule,

(2) some components were standard parts, and hence exempt,

(3) such requirement was not spelled out in the model specifications,

(4) some recommendations would have required action by other

contractors, which AMF could not enforce.

It is anticipated that these outstanding recommendations will be

incorporated into the system when redesign of that area is normally under-

taken.
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% of Total

Recommendations Made Recommendations Sub-Total

MAINTENANCE FACTORS
Access, Visual 7 2.6

Access, Servicing 28 10.3

Remove and Replace 17 6.2

Handling, Physical Limitations 11 4.0

Handling, Transportation 4
Vehicle Maneuverability 8 2.9 27.5

HUMAN ENGINEERING DESIGN FACTORS
Anthropometric Compatibility 28 10.3

Controls and Displays 30 11.0
Fail-Safe Design 10 3.7

Malfunction Detection 3 1.1 26.1

SAFETY FACTORS
Chemical Decontamination 1 .4
Escape Provisions 8 2.9

Protection from Entanglement 2 .7

Protection from Falling 17 6.2

Safety Devices (other) 26 9.5
Warning Devices 11 4.0 23.7

PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS
Fear of Heights 2 .7

Fear of Being Crushed 2 .7

Fear of Falling 13 4.8
Fear of Isolation 3 1.1

Feeling of Insecurity 12 4.4 11.7

ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS
Acoustic Energy (noise) 3 1.1

Humidity & Temperature 2 .7

Illumination 11 4.0 5.8

HUMAN USE FACTORS
Procedure 7 2.6

Time Study 1 .4
Training/Selection 3 1.1 4.1

PHYSIOLOGICAL FACTORS
Biological Damage 3 1.1 1.1

Vertigo
Virbration Effects

Totals 273 100.0

Figure 2-4 Breakdown of 273 human factors recommendations made in

terms of each of 30 human factors categories.
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Chapter III

The Human Factors Engineering Program At AMF

1.0 Introduction

In any listing of requirements for systems design, accuracy has

the number one priority. It is therefore essential to minimize systems

errors and delays. The operator within any system is the least controllable

j source of errors and, in addition, has the greatest potential for

introducing errors. Considering the importance of the operator's role,

I any degradation in human performance would seriously affect the overall

performance of the system. The proper design of operator equipment and

I. procedures and an effective selection and training program can do much

y" to minimize operator errors and delays. The systems which are developed

by RIF are designed not only to meet the operational requirements, but also

to be compatible with the capabilities and limitations of the operators who

are a vital part of that system.

As a fundamental requirement, each element of the sub-system, (human

engineering, selection, training, and evaluation), must be considered in

a systems framework, with requirements and criteria of effectiveness

derived from the objective of the system as a whole. From the systems

viewpoint, no basic difference exists between hardware and humans, in

that both are considered raw materials which are to be designed, developed,

manipulated, stored, tested and evaluated by the research, development,

engineering, and production teams. This view enables and facilitates the

production of an integrated man-machine relationship which will fulfill
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the tasks and missions established by the Customer.

The experience that AMF has gained on missile programs such as Talos,

Atlas, Titan, Dyna-Soar, and many others is utilized to provide a system

of maximum capability with minimum expense based on a cost-versus-utility

factor.

The Human Factors Engineering Program at AMF is one of the means of

providing a scientific approach to all elements involved in the man-

machine relationship to optimize design.

2.0 Organization of the Human Factors Engineering Group (HFEG)

2.1 Function

The functional organization chart (see figure 3-1) illustrates

.L the wide range of experience and education within the HFEG. The

-- prime function of the group is to support project engineering by the

application of human factors engineering technology to specific

T hardware designs or studies being performed.

2.2 Organization Within AMF/GED

The Human Factors Engineering Group is part of the Technical

Staff of the Greenwich Engineering Division. The group is charte

to support all activities on all projects within the division and

may provide service to any other division, company or governmental

agency that requests it. The wide exposure to many programs enables

the free interchange of technology from one project to another and

builds up experience from one project to another.

2.3 Field Representation

The human factors engineer at AMF participates not only in the

design of equipment, but also in the field evaluations. Representatives
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from the group have performed and are performing testing and

evaluations at VAFB, Denver, White Sands, Cape Canaveral, and other

- locations

- 2.4 Human Factors Areas

A. Life Support

1. Accessibility 6. Insulation

1 2. Air Conditioning 7. Radiation Shielding

3. Atmosphere Control 8. Sanitation

4. Fire Hazards 9. Safety and Survival

I 5. Galley Facilities 10. Water Recycling

B. Physiological Factors

T 1. Acceleration and Deceleration 6. Illness

2. Acoustic Energy Effect 7. Physical Fatigue

1 3. Atmosphere 8. Radiation

4. Decompression 9. Temperature and Humidity

5. Diet 10. Vibration

11. Weightlessness

" C. Psychological and Social Factors

1. Boredom 10. Mental Fatigue

2. Confinement 11. Motivation

3. Crew Interaction 12. Personnel Selection
and Training

4. Day-Night Cycles
13. Neuroses5. Disorientation
14. Personality Conflicts

6. Isolation
15. Phobias

7. Lack of Privacy 16. Psychoses

8. Leisure and Recreation

17. Vigilance
9. Lighting and Color Scheme

18. Weightlessness
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3.0 Project Participation

The project organization chart (see figure 3-2) is representative

of the number and type of projects that were being worked on at one time

with the Greenwich Engineering Division. Through the maintained control

of all the individuals on the human factors engineering team, the team

manager can immediately reassign human factors engineers from one project

to another and make available specific skills that may be required on a

short time or temporary basis. A description of one facet of another project

in which human factors engineering participated in is shown in figure 3-3

and described below.

3.1 Tales - Land Based Launcher System (1956-57)

In the design of an information display system, the primary

objective is to present the information in a manner which will

provide rapid operator comprehension and analysis,

During the early stages of the development of a control system

for the land based Talos missile launcher by the American Machine &

Foundry Company, the first approach to the operating station layout

was the use of conventional standard switches and "bullseye' light

indicators. It become apparent that the multitude of lights and

Jswitches involved in this complex control system would be difficult

for an operator to comprehend, Based on a human engineering study,

the readings were reduced to the minimum requirements. In addition,

the study specified the maximum space allowed for information displays

plus requirements for colors to aid the operator's response.
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- The design requirements imposed by the human factors specifications

made it imperative to use a given area for more than one bt of

information. This resulted in a design wherein one indicator is

illuminated with colors emanating from four light sources. Heretofore,

edge lighting of a translucent panel with several colored light

-- sources has been utilized to achieve uniform lighting of a panel

indicator. Such lighting, however, requires an excessive number of

component parts surrounding the panel edges and is relatively in-

efficient as only a small portion of the available illumination

penetrates the edge of the panel. The ultimate design evolved is

shown in figure 3.4. A flat sheet of transparent or translucent

plastic (methyl methacrylate resin) carries the information to be

displayed. The information can be painted on this sheet using an

opaque or translucent or transparent material. A demonstation display

panel is shown such as might be employed in a missile control console.

The illumination cells for each information area are designed as

illustrated. Each cell may contain up to four lamps mounted on the

bracket behind the panel. The solid filter and diffuser block assembly

is removable from the front of the panel to facilitate lamp replacement.

The inside surface of the heavily shaded area in the filter and diffuser

block constitutes a reflecting surface which serves to direct light to

the indicator sheet. The main body of the block is filled with a material

having uniform light-transmitting characteristics such as transparent

methyl metharcylate resin. Cylindrical color filters and diffusing

elements are molded into the rear of the block. The filters are
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cavities which surround the illuminating lamps. When mounted, the

transparent portion of the block is in contact with the information-

bearing sheet. The filter and diffuser block may be fabricated by

any of several well-known molding techniques, the color filters being

handled as inserts in the molding process so that the result is a

single integral rigid assembly.

In operation, light emanating from 4ny of the sources is directed

outwardly through the color filters and diffusers into the solid

clear portion of the block. Since the block is surrounded by a

" -reflecting surface except for the front face which is in contact

with the indicator sheet, substantially all of the light is conducted

Jto the rear face of the indicator sheet. Hot spots are eliminated

by the diffusers. Although the light sources are laterally spaced,

.1 the information carrying sheet is uniformly illuminated when any of

I the sources is activated.

This information display design provides the following advantages:

T A. Three or more colors may be displayed in the same area at

different times to comply with human engineering specifications

I on eye span.

B. Essentially all hardware is mounted behind the display area

to reduce the panel and console space required.

C. Areas of information are illuminated with an even distribution

of light to provide improved long distance viewing and more

positive attention stimulation.

D. Nesting of color units results in reduced panel area require-

ments.
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E. Different shapes may be displayed in the same area.

In general, the use of colors allows the operator to ignore items

that are correct at the moment (green) and to concentrate on problem

areas (flashing red). Other colors depict intermediate conditions

such as operations about to happen (amber or yellow).

Using this approach, the design engineer can comply with the

human engineering specifications of compact consoles and still display

i the desired information. With this type of system the operator will

always find information concerning a certain device at the same spot

on the console. For example: Fuel tank status; full - green, half

empty - yellow, low - flashing red, filling - blue.

This information was formerly displayed by separate lights for

each bit of information with resulting extra panel space and more eye

space required by the operator.

3.2 Aerospace Operations

The Human Factors Engineering Group's participation in aerospace

operations programs has ranged from concern with locally-conducted

experiments in subjects which are important to human viability in

space, through hardware and methods research, to concept formation

and long range methodology studies on the feasibility of human

participation in future, more exotic space programs.

In these contexts, the following subject matter has been studied,

evaluated, experimented with, or is awaiting further experimentation:
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A. Lunar Base Operations

1. Human environmental requirements - (atmosphere,

temperature, sustenance, acceleration, gravity,

anthropometry, physical plant, stress, noise)

1 2. Maintenance methodology - (space tools, weightlessness,

personnel sensory perception, work-sleep cycling, team

I composition, team rotation, work-mating hardware)

i 3. Pressure suit-capsule evaluation - (vision, heat

exchange methods, ease of manipulation, waste disposal,

T communications, psychological comfort, illumination,

mechanical requirements)

E B. Orbital Base Operations

1. Same as for Lunar Base

2. Same as for Lunar Base

3. Weightlessness - (Coriolis Forces Effect, physical and

physiological effects, psychological effects, methods

of compensation)

C. Master-Slave Manipulators - (mating procedures, remote TV

methods and hardware design)

D. Space Tools - (experimental evaluation of space tool design

in underwater environment to simulate space zero-g effects)

E. Weightlessness - (participation in an Air Force flight under

"weightless" conditions)

F. Botanics - (evaluation of plant life development in an

artificial environment)
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In each of these major areas, the Human Factors Engineering

Group has brought to bear a team of specialists representing diverse

vdisciplines and backgrounds of experience. In the conduct of aero-

space operational studies, the Human Factors Group has had an

opportunity to display two major functions: that of original

research and experimental design, and that of arranging and

generating data regarding detailed requirements for the safe and

efficient operations of humans in hostile environments. For these

purposes, it has proven most expedient to utilize the methods of

applied psychology and bio-physiological research.

4.0 Personnel

A description of the education and experience available within the

Human Factors Engineering Group is indicated below:

A. Education

1. Bachelor's Degrees in Biology, Business Administration,

Electrical Engineering, Fine Arts, Mathematics, Mechanical

Engineering, Physics and Psychology.

2. Master ts Degrees in Business Administration, Industrial

Engineering and Psychology.

3. PhD Candidates in Management and Psychology.

B. Experience

Includes Human Factors Analysis and Evaluation on:

1. Military Equipment: Antenna Systems, Communications Equipment,

Hard, Soft and Mobile Missile Launcher Systems, Mobile

Equipment, Aircraft Interiors, Loran, Tanks, Command Consoles

and other items.
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2. Commerical Equipment: Radio, Television, Vacuum Cleaners,

watches, electronic components, jacking machipe, post office

equipment and other items.

3. Education Field: Training and Indoctrination.

4. Research: Biodynamic and Biomedical analysis of human physical

activity and locomotion relative to energy expenditure

(metabolic analysis) fatigue, proprioceptive feedbacks,

tactical discriminations and motor tasks.

5. Engineering and Design: Electromechanical, Hydraulic,

Electrical and Mechanical equipment on Military projects

as well as supervisory experience at top management level on

both military and commercial equipment.

.
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Chapter 4

11 The Titan Human Factors Program At AMF

1.0 The Nature of the Program

1.1 Introduction

It is the purpose of this chapter to present a complete yet

succinct delineation of the Human Factors Program for The Titan

Launcher System, as conceived, designed and developed by AMF.

J 1.2 The Scope of the Technical Directive

The Titan Human Factors program at AMF is the natural outgrowth

I of company efforts to implement the demands of the FMD/STL Technical

I Directive which defined the essentials of Human Factor engineering by:

(1) establishing requirements for Human Factors efforts in the

Jdesign, development and integration of WS 107A-2 OSTF, TF,

and Operational Equipment and Procedures, and by

P (2) establishing Human Factor engineering dasign standards for

- the WS 107A-2 OSTF, TF, and Operational System.

Paragraph 3 of the TD specifically requires that: "ANF shall

provide complete human factor engineering of that portion of system

design and development for which it has responsibility." Paragraph 3

further requires that in discharging these responsibilities, AMF shall

make provision for accomplishing five major functions:

(1) the integration of human factor concepts as part of design

studies;

(2) the conduct of necessary and related short term research;

(3) the accomplishment of day-to-day human factor engineering

applications during the design and development phase of

components and sub-systems;
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(4) assuring that its subcontractors have performed adequate

human factor engineering; and

(5) the inclusion of pertinent human factors tests for the

Launcher system.

1.3 Limitations of the Human Factor Program

1.3.1 Operational and Maintenance Equipment Limits

The AMF Human Factors program as presented herein is limited

- - in scope to cover operational and maintenance equipment and

procedures of the Titan Launching System, but it specifically

excludes all aspects of initial installation procedures.

1.3.2 Status of Unincorporated Recommendations

1. Since the report covers only the history of the Human Factors

- effort, it follows that some results of the total effort may be

pending, or may have been deleted or deferred. Subsequent addenda

will give the current status of outstanding recommendations.

The results which are termed "pending," are identified as those

recommendations which were made, but whose current "in or out" status

is not presently determined. Incorporation of some recommendations

may be deferred for a later phase, or may have been deleted due to a

hardware design change which removes the necessity for the original

recommendation.

It is the responsibility of the Human Factors team, however,

to determine whether or not a previously submitted recommendation

is still applicable.
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1.4 Omission of Some Maintenance Requirements from the Scope of the Human

Factors Program

Directive #58-4003 indicates that, in discharging its responsi-

bilities, ANF shall provide complete human factor engineering in the

design, development and integration of the equipment and procedures

of the WS 107A-2 Launcher System. There are, however, certain pre-

scribed areas of human factors engineering responsibility which were

not included. AMF's Human Factors team did not participate in. or

1.. participated only minimally, in the following areas of maintenance

7- requirements which were accomplished by other members of the AMF

Titan Project:

(1) establishment of training requirements for launching system

maintenance;

1. (2) establishment of remove & replace procedures,

(3) allocation of functions to system personnel and personnel

work loads (task analysis);

(4) preparation or review of technical manuals presentations.

1o5 Further Studies Associated with Human Factors Effort

1.5.1 The Authorization for Human Factors Research

Although additional short term research., as necessary, was

recommended by BMD/STL in order to answer human factor design or

developmental questions related to Launching System, AMF was not

able to undertake any basic back-up research, due to the rapid

growth rate of the task to be performed.

1 1.5.2 Pushbutton Pressure vs. Frequency-of-Use Study

AMF is, however, presently conducting one research experiment

entitled "Pressure versus Frequency Design Study for Functional
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Variables of The Human Operation of Pushbuttons." The purpose

of this study is to examine the interactive effects of the

diameter of pushbuttons, the resistance of pushbuttons and the

frequency of their use in order to obtain some specific and useful

design variables.

The results of the study will be included in the Titan Human

Factors Final Operational Report.

2.0 Initiation of the Program

2.1 Implementation of the Technical Directive

The Human Factors effort was implemented in the earliest

stages by the use of a firm of outside consultants, and soon

thereafter by the establishment within the AMF Titan Project or-

ganization of a Human Factors Group.

2.1.1 Titan Human Factors Organization

Figure 4-1 "Human Factors Engineering Function Chart," is

an illustration of the organization of the Human Factors staff,

showing the interrelations of specialized personnel, according to

team function. See Figure 4-1 on next page.

2.1.2 BMD/STL Direction

The Technical Directive was issued as part of Contract No.

AF 04(647) - 138 by the Air Force's Ballistic Missile Division

(BMD) as Technical Directive Number 58-4003, and dated December

22, 1958. The established policy called for BMD direction, to be

administered thru the agency of Space Technology Laboratories

(STL); the AMF Humar Factors Program was monitored thru the on-

II going direction and supervision of STL. The program was assisted

immeasurably by sustained personal guidance from Dr. Jay Cohen of

STL and Col. Norman Murray of BMD.
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2.1.3 The Basic Document: AFBM Exhibit 57-8A

In accordance with the requirements of TD 58-4003, the basic

document to be utilized in the implementation of the Human Factor

effort was WDT Exhibit 57-8 "Human Engineering Design Standards

for Weapon Systems 107A-I, 107A-2 and 315A Equipment." Shortly

after the TD was issued, however, supplementary correspondence

was undertaken between BMD/STL and AMF which resulted in the

acceptance of a more up-to-date and helpful technical reference

as the basic document. By July 1959, AMF's Titan Specification

AMS-IOOI had been revised to reflect the fact that document WDT

57-8 had been superseded by AFBM Exhibit 57-8A, "Human Engineer-

ing Design Standards For Missile System Equipment,* dated 1

November 1958.

A maximum effort was made to incorporate in the launcher

system the design principles and practices which are recommended

for designing equipment for maximum utilization by operator and

T maintenance personnel. Where it was not possible to employ ideal

human engineering design principles, efforts were made to obtain

optimum compromises and to establish human factor criteria for

general system application.

2.2 Initial Efforts

The efforts during the early development of the program of

necessity were quite generalized in nature and assumed the aspects

of orientation reviews and investigations.
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2.2.1 Consultantst Services

Once the need for Human Factors Engineering Requirements was

acknowledged and accepted, it became apparent that additional

services from experienced Human Factors consultants would be required

in order to meet the prescribed objectives during that interim period

while AMF developed its own full Human Factors capability.

From April 15, 1958 thru July 1958, the services of Becker and

Becker Associates of New York City were acquired, to prepare a study

of the human factors program on the Titan Launcher. Members of their

staff participated in the earliest Human Factors conferences among

the Titan Associate Contractors, as well as at AMF orientation conferences.

T They submitted a report on June 4, 1958 which represented their review

of AMF's Human Factors Requirements for the Titan Launcher, in which

they outlined a program of the specialized study which they anticipated

would effectively fulfill AMF's contractual obligations to the Air Force.

Becker and Becker also performed several hardware studies.

In the course of the preparation of the Becker and Becker reports,

it became apparent to the AMF staff that it would be more efficient

for AMF to augment and use its own staff, since it always had to

perform an extensive investigation and interpretation in order to

orient the consultants for their preparation of the study.

Therefore the relationship was ended on August 1, 1958, and the

services of Becker and Becker were continued only on a call contract.
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2.2.2 Engineering Inspections

In the sumer of 1958, Ballistic Missiles Division scheduled

two engineering inspections of the progress being made by AMF on the

Titan Launcher System. These were designated the Preliminary

Engineering Inspection (PEI) and the Development Engineering Inspection

(DEI) for the WS 107A-2 Launcher System.

2.2.3 The Preliminary Engineering Inspection

The PEI, held on July 22 and 23, 1958, was a preliminary

engineering inspection at the Brooklyn plant facilities of the AMF

Titan Launcher System. The PEI Board, as well as representatives

from cognizant Air Force activities and related contractors, in-

spected a 1/12 scale working model of the Launcher System, movies,

models, mock-ups, displays, and exhibits representative of the OSTF

I. Titan Launcher and related ground support equipments. The principal

purpose of the PEI was to offer the Air Force board members and

advisors,as well as the contractors, the opportunity to submit

Requests for Alterations (RFA's) which were considered to be

desirable improvements to the engineering design of the Launcher.

The Requests were processed by the PEI Board, and notice of approval

--requests for changes or studies of Launcher System components were

forwarded to AMF, followed up by technical directive meetings to

authorize the change of scope.

Of the 76 RFA's submitted during the PEI, 8 were approved,

39 were disapproved, 26 were approved for further study, 1 was with-

drawn and 2 were not categorized. Of the 76 requests submitted 46
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were within the scope of Human Factors responsibility, and will be

tabulated with a summarization of the nature of the DEI Requests in

a subsequent paragraph, 2.2.5.

2.2.4 The Development Engineering Inspection

The DEI, or development engineering inspection, was held at the

AMF Brooklyn plant on Sept ner 8, 9, and 10, 1958, for the purpose

of inspecting the technical, operational and logistical aspects of

the equipment associated with the Titan Launcher System. The DEI

Iwas conducted by representatives of the same Air Force activities

h and advisors, and for continuity, 4 members of the 8 man Board were

carried over to the DEI Final Review Board.

A more refined exhibit of working models and displays repre-

sentative of the OSTF launcher system were examined at the DEI.

I Of the 28 RFA's which were presented and processed by the Final

I Review Board, 6 were approved, 14 were disapproved, one was approved

for study, 4 were other decisions and 3 were noted for information

only.

Of the 28 RFA's processed at the DEI, 22 were within the scope

1. of Human Factors responsibility.

v 2.2.5 Recapitulation of Human Factors RFA's

Of the group of 104 RFA's composed of 76 FRA's from the PEI

and the 28 from the DEI, a total of 68 RFA's or 66% were based on

Human Factors considerations. See Figure 4-2, which shows the

breakdown by areas of Human Factors considerations.
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" Human Factors Number at PEI Number at DEI Combined Totals

Basis for RFA (Maximum: 76) (Maximum: 28) (Maximum: 104)

1. Safety 14 10 24

2. Maintenance and 14 3 17
Service

3. Handling 9 14I
4. Access 1 6T
5. Human Use 3 1 4

(Procedures)

6. Human Engineering 1 12
Design

7. Psychological 0 1 1

ft Totals 46 22 68

Percentage 60% 78% 66%

Figure 4-2 Breakdown of 104 RFA's Processed at PEI and DEI, Showing the

Number Based on Human Factors Considerations

I4
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As might be expected, the highest specific item is Safety, with

24 or roughly 1/3 of the total of 68 requests for alterations.

In classifying the requests (RFA's) into Human Factors categories,

it was occasionally noted that several general safety considerations

also contained well defined as well as implied recommendations for

reducing psychological or physiological stresses in order to safe-

guard personnel. Since the ultimate goal was increased personal safety,

these were classified as safety recommendations.

The second largest category by number is Maintenance and Service

with 17 total RFA's. However, if the other two functionally related

T categories of Handling and Access are combined with Maintenance to

form a Maintainability category, this item totals 37 out of 68 or

T more than half of the RFA's processed. Clearly, ease-of-maintenance

of a complex weaporn system has a high priority with the operating

activity.

3.0 Techniques of the Human Factors Program

The AMF Human Factors Team participated actively and extensively

in all phases of the design and development of the Titan Launching

System. The techniques utilized in order to implement the requirements

of the technical directive ranged from broad, general outlines at the

initial stages, to specific criteria at the design stage, thru to

evaluation and verification stages at the completion of the project.

3.1 The Systems Point-of-View

Throughout the life of the project, the basic philosophy which

pervaded all Human Factors efforts is that known as "the systems point-

of-view." In practice, this means that all Titan Launcher System designs

were reviewed with the total system in view.
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The mission of The Titan Weapon System is that of launching a

retaliatory weapon. In event of enemy attack, the primary importance

of the mission is to get the weapon off the ground in as short a period

I of time as possible. Whereas other worthy considerations and improved

i inputs would normally be desirable, in this context, they cannot be

permitted to compromise the mission objective. With this philosophy

in mind constantly, each aspect of the Launcher System design was

scrutinized and evaluated.

I 3.2 Progressive Phases of Titan Human Factors Effort

I As the Titan program developed, opportunities for Human Factor

participation multiplied. Chronologically speaking, the following

sequential phases of the overall Human Factors effort were undertaken

for the Titan Launcher System:

]. (1) Participation in the initial concept phase (DCL Review),

1: (2) Participation in design consultations,

(3) Generation of general human factors criteria,

1 (h) Generation of specific human factors criteria,

(5) Engineering design review (DAL, DDL, and EPD Review),

(6) Man-machine analyses,

(7) Human Factors verification test,.
(8) Re-design recommendations (ECP Review),

(9) Product improvement recommendations.

Identification of major problem areas, pertinent Human Factor

Jr criteria, related reports or studies and subsequent recommendations

and their degree of acceptability are all recorded summarily in Chapters

1! 8 thru 26 of this report.
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CHAPTER V

Intergration of Human Factors Engineering for Titan Weapon System

1.0 As the Titan Human Factors program unfolded at AMF, many questions

. rarose whose solution required that information be obtained from all

or various members of the seven Titan Associate Contractors.

1.1 Coordination With The Associate Contractors

At the onset of the Titan Weapon System, the Space Technology

Laboratories had been designated by the Air Force to serve as the

I coordinating contractor for the entire WS 107A-2 Program. In this

capacity, STL organized several human factors conferences for the

associate contractors in order to: a) indoctrinate all contractors,

y b) to unify objectives, and c) to coordinate exchange of necessary

information among the associates. At the initial conferences the

SI discussion centered on the establishment of a uniform color coding

system for display lights used throughout the Titan Weapon System.

1.2 Problems Related to Interface Requirements

1.. Aside from the expected, routine problems of interface exchange, the

major problems which particularly affected AMF were concerned with

interferences with facilities. The amount of flexibility permitted in

locating equipment not specifically located by dimension resulted in

interferences with AMF equipment that had been designed to accommodate

the facility equipment per Daniel, Mann, Johnson, Mendenhall, and

Associates drawings. The problems arising from overlapping interface

requirements were quite serious for AMF, as they affected access to

equipment, personnel safety and also impeded operation of equipment.

Where possible, compromises were worked out.

V Unfortunately, many of these serious interface problems have not yet

been resolved at the operational bases. Objectionable interferences
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I eexist to the present day, and can only be removed by continued,

persistent and arduous intergroup effort.

1.3 Coordination With Sub-Contractors

Apart from the obvious cooperation which is needed among Associate

J- Contractors, the need also exists for each associate to coordinate

Human Factor design requirements with its sub-contractors. The AMF

Human Factors team did coordinate the efforts of its sub-contractors

on any equipment built for us. However, if the sub-contractors parts

were standard items (and most were), no inputs were required from AMF

because the specifications indicated that standard parts take pre-

cedence over new design criteria.
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Chapter VI

Human Factors Considerations in Titan Launcher System

1.0 Purpose: Definition of Terms

It is the purpose of this chapter to identify and define those Human

Factors which are deemed to be major considerations as related to the

Titan Launcher System, and to define the special terms which are used

throughout this report and tabulated on the Summary Checklist.

1.1 The Major Human Factors Considerations

IExamination of the Titan Launcher System indicates that there are
y] seven major categories within the purview of human factors relationships:

(1) Human Engineering Design Factors

(2) Maintenance Factors

(3) Safety Factors

1. (h) Physiological Factors

(5) Psychological Factors

(6) Environmental Factors

(7) Human Use Factors

Within each category, there are considerations which are unique to

the hard-based Tit-an Weapon System. These will be itemized and presented

as sub-groups under each of the above category headings.

2.0 Human Engineering Design Factors

The aspects of engineering design which are based on good human factors

principles devolve from the physical limitations of man's abilities and/

or dimensions. As related to the Titan Launcher System this means that
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careful consideration must be given to 4 areas:

(1) Anthropometric Compatibility

Y (2) Controls and Displays

(3) Fail-Safe Design

(4) Malfunction Detection

2.1 Anthropometric Compatibility

According to the specifications of AFBM Exhibit 57-8A, it is

mandatory that an anthropometric compatibility be maintained between

the human operator and the equipment being operated. The system should

be designed so that the 5th through the 95th percentile of Air Force

personnel who will serve as operators or maintenance men will not be

expected to perfQrm at unreachable points, or to work in cramped quarters

or to carry overweight burdens.

As used in this report, the expression "anthropometric compatibility"

will mean that operation or maintenance activities have been evaluated

in terms of the ease of use by the 5th through the 95th percentile of

Air Force personnel.

2.2 Controls and Displays

The controls and displays should be designed so that the best

human engineering design concepts are adhered to, It is necessary to

design within the physical, physiological and psychological limitations

of man's ability to integrate eye, mind and muscle. The design should

assist, not compromise, the operator as he seeks to identify properly

information shown on a display, to formulate and execute decisions, to

select swiftly the proper control, and unerringly to manipulate that
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control with the result that the desired system function is performed.

Extreme care must also be taken to assure proper labeling, coding

and panel arrangement of related controls. The penalities of poor

human engineering design in this area are very severe, for errors in

perception or in actuation can easily destroy expensive equipment and

even operational readiness.

In this report the use of the designation "Controls and Displays"

" will mean that the equipment has been evaluated in terms of those

related human factors considerations which will assist, not compromise,

the human operator.

2.3 Fail-Safe Design

Vl The term "Fail-Safe Design" can refer equally to the safeguarding

of expensive equipment and of human life. In this report, the term will

be limited to the achievement of a fail-safe design only in those

situations where the consequences of failure of equipment would bring

injury to personnel.

Fail-safe design is urgently needed in any system which involves

equipment in motion, because the failure of moving parts can cause

severe damage, either through the loss of actuating power or through the

loss of braking power. The human engineering goal is, therefore, to design

so that loss of power from whatever source will not cause inactive

equipment to move to the collapsed position, nor to cause inactive

equipment to become activated by power failure (such as would follow

the loss of braking power). Two of the guiding principles are that

powered equipment which normally holds in the ON position shall not
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collapse when power fails, and powered equipment which is normally

collapsed in the OFF position shall not become inadvertently activated

by power loss.

2.4 Malfunction Detection

Fault detection equipment contains the circuitry used to detect

malfunction in automatically operating equipment. This equipment should

enable the operator:

(1) to check out equipment prior to operation,

(2) to check out equipment during operation,

(3) to localize faults, down to single components and,

(4) to check the fault detection circuitry itself too.

Automation of fault detection equipment is desirable in order to

provide maintenance crews quickly with the information which they must

have regarding the exact description and location of a malfunction in

this complex weapon system, the logic system has been connected to

additional circuitry which detects, locates and records malfunctions.

This additional fault detection circuitry operates only during

exercise of the logic system. During actual launcher operation under

control of the Launch Controller, in case of a fault, the entire system

will shut down, and a fault tape will be punched out. The fault tape

indicates the function which failed, the type of the failure and the

location of the failure, i.e., whether it concerns the launcher components

or only the relay system. The fault tape punch does not, however,

identify the specific component which has failed. The operator then

follows a procedure for localizing the malfunction if it is within the

the logic relay system.
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Throughout this report, the term "Malfunction Detection" will mean

the evaluation of problems related to the detection, location and

registration of launcher malfunctions.

3.0 Iaintenance Factors

Maintenance is defined by the Air Force as those orderly, timely

and sequential activities which are performed to keep equipment in, or

to restore it to, an operable condition.

Several areas of activity stand out as prime human factor considerations

related to the Maintenance requirements of the Titan Launcher System.

These cover a wide range, including:

(1) Access - this includes personnel access and vehicle access,

(both to missile and to launcher, as well as to missile silo

facility equipment).

(2) Handling - this covers handling requirements and limitations,

of both personnel and acessories.

(3) Routine Maintenance - this includes maintenance activities

related to: (a) visual inspection

(b) local repairs and replacement

(c) periodic servicing

3.1 Omission From Access Requirements

In this report we shall omit consideration of access space

requirements for the use of crews at the initial installation of

equipment. Such work will be the responsibility of the installation

contracting team, which routinely utilizes extensive rigging and

scaffolding. After the weapon system becomes operational, these
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installation aids are removed, and the Air Force's operating and

maintenance crews will have available only such means of access as the

associate contractors and/or the Ballistic Missile Division were able to

identify in advance as necessary and contractually required.

3.2 Accessibility

The engineer's concept of "access" is a relatively recently

recognized system requirement. Many hours of maintenance downtime can

be eliminated by thoughtful initial design of components and installations

which will permit maintenance personnel to proceed quickly with their

1routine assignments, without wasting precious time maneuvering intricate,
awkward or complexly assembled components before they can even initiate

1. remove-and-replace procedures. It should not be necessary to set up

elaborate rigging to remove heavy, adjacent but functionally independent

equipment in order to achieve physical access to a relatively small

component. Nor should components be designed on the basis of a "mutually

exclusive" philosophy which could permit design incongruities, a hypo-

thetical example might be the installation of a 3' x 3' black box, with

a removable access panel on one side, being dropped into a slightly oversize

3' x 3' space envelope surrounded by solid walls of other system equipment,

with the net result that one has no access to the access panel, save by

excessive employment of manpower, equipment and time in order to extract

the component, to hold it aloft, remove fasteners, apply needed main-

tenance and remount the box, or by the equally infeasible method of

removing and disconnecting (and thereby disabling) the adjacent equip-

ment in order to reach the fasteners of the access panel. Or again,
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designers of adjacent control equipment consoles might find that each

has assumed that he may step into his neighbor's space envelope in

order to remove the access panel on the back of his equipment, only to

discover that both designer's equipment is mounted in such a way as to

make such flexibility impossible.

3.3 Definition of Access

The need exists for a usable definition of access, especially as it

applies to the maintenance requirements of the hardened missile weapon

system.

Access may be defined as the adequate space envelopes needed for

the entrance, passage, withdrawal and utilization of all required

personnel with all required equipment, in order to perform maintenance

y: of hardware.

3.4 Access - Specific Definitions and Applications

In specialized application to a hardened missile installation,

access requirements are greatly complicated and costly and trade-off

studies must be performed to determine the relative value of cost versus

utility. There are essential aspects of access which are peculiarly

characteristic of the hardened launcher system:

a) Access space envelope for periodic visual inspection of equip-

ment

b) Access space envelope for servicing (lubricating, testing, etc.)

of equipment

c) Access space envelope for removal and replacement of equipment

3.4.1 Access Space Envelope - Visual Inspection

Definition: The space envelope which is required to perform visual
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inspection by reading gauges, checking for leaks, checking for

secure wire locks, etc.

Application: The space required to perform this task includes

the area necessary for safe positioning of personnel and equipment

Iin order to accomplish the task. In order to insure the safe

passage of personnel and equipment to perform this and the other

If maintenance tasks indicated in this chapter the following areas

should be provided and conversely, equipment should not be mounted

in such a manner as to interfere with the minimum access areas

I for at least the following situations:

1. crossing by bridge from the personnel access tunnel to

Ithe personnel elevator;

2. access into and out of the personnel elevator from every

stop;

1 3. walking onto and across every leaf of the 5 folding work

platforms and including access space all around the base

of the missile on the launcher platform;

4. walking from extended work platforms or crib mounted

platforms to silo mounted platforms in order to reach

silo-mounted equipment;

5. walking from the work platforms or crib mounted platforms

onto the personnel stairway;

6. adequate step space and personnel accessway to reach the

emergency ladder which is mounted along the outside of

the crib;
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7. passageway to access ladders, both from the crib and

from silo mounted platforms;

)8. adequate access step provision to permit reaching

emergency ladder or facility platforms safely;

9. passageway for reaching a special facility access stairway

which extends from elevator stop No. 8 to the base of the

1. silo, and adequate dimensions to permit human passage

on the stairway;

10. and lastly a very broad category which includes at

least an unhampered passageway to flat surfaces or the

tops of other installations which, unofficially but

effectively, serve as platforms for access to otherwise

inaccessible equipment.

3.4.2 Access Space Envelope - Servicing Equipment

1 Definition: The space envelope required to perform routine

maintenance such as lubrication, changing "10"1 rings,

.. tightening connections, checking circuitry using meters, etc.

Application: The area required includes the space necessary

for personnel with equipment to reach the component to be

repaired.

3.4.3 Access Space Envelope - Remove and Replace

Definition: The space envelope required to remove faulty

equipment and replace that equipment with a similar unit

has been checked and certified.
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Application: The area required not only provides for safe

passage for personnel and equipment to reach the equipment

and to remove the equipment, but also includes the passageways

required for transporting equipment by slings through the

silo toward the tunnel or top of silo. In certain instances

several slings must be used together and then separately

in order to provide both vertical and horizontal movement

of the component being removed.

3.5 Handling - Physical Limitations

IDefinition: Equipment shall be provided with suitable eye hooks or other

lifting accessories whenever the equipment being manually handled exceeds

the weight and lifting height recommended in AF34 57-8A.

Application: The equipment was evaluated to determine conformance with

the above requirement as modified in accordance with adequate access

for performing the task as well as the bulkiness of the equipment.

Equipment and components were provided with handles or strongbacks as

required.

3.6 Handling - Transportation

Definition: The equipment rE ired to perform mechanical handling tasks

were considered under this heading within the report.

Application: The use of dollies, tug trucks, trailers, etc., was

recommended whenever required to accomplish a specific maintenance task.

Consideration was also included for adequate space for placement and use

of the mobile equipment.

Si-i
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3.7 Vehicle Maneuverability

Definition: The areas provided to maneuver and position equipment safely

as well as to permit travel of vehicles through the tunnels and into the

silos were considered under this heading.

Application: The problem of passage of vehicles going in different

directions within the tunnel as well as signal warning lights and personnel

-passage and transportation were the main areas under consideration.

-. 0 Safety Factors - From the personnel standpoint, safety is of prime

consideration especially under the conditions imposed by a hardened missile

launching system. The various factors that have been emphasized under

this heading are:

-j (1) Chemical Decomtamination

- (2) Escape Provisions

(3) Protection from Entanglement

(4) Protection from Falling

(5) Safety Devices

F (6) Warning Devices

4.1 Chemical Decontamination - The equipment such as shower and eyewash

stations required to accomplish this task was the prime consideration.

4.2 Escape Provisions - In the event of an emergency condition, such as the

existence of toxic fumes, or an explosive environment, which would

necessitate personnel leaving the silo quickly, escape provisions such

as an emergency ladder equipped with non-slip sleeving have been provided.

Additional escape provisions for attachment during climbing, passageways,

1and catwalks are included under this heading.

i6
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4.3 Protection from Entanglement - The equipment and/or means of preventing

personnel from entanglement with rotating equipment or equipment in

motion is covered under this heading. Basic protective devices such as

screened guards for rotating equipment and for moving counterweights are

the main protective devices used.

4.4 Protection from Falling - The requirement for austere design aggravated

by the requirements for additional hardware within the silo has caused

difficulties in obtaining access to certain equipment. In order to

minimize the possibility of falling, resulting in injury or death,

protective devices have been recommended. Among these devices are

railings, safety sleeves, nets, eye hooks and safety belts, which are

I designed to prevent accidents.

4.5 Safety Devices - The devices considered under this category comprise all

items not previously covered such as warning signs, hazard markings,

interlocks, warning signals, and safety covers. These devices include

not only equipment but also procedures to be followed during operation

and maintenance.

y 5.0 Physiological Factors and Environmental Factors

Potential injury to the human body is a function of the dangers

inherent in an environment and the frequency and extent to which humans

are involved in activities within that environment. In the Titan silo

complexes, potential injury to the human exists from the following sources:

(1) mechanical injury - moving parts

(2) chemical injury - liquid oxygen, carbon tetrachloride, etc.

(3) falling - by the human body
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(4) inertial injury - moving vehicles, falling tools, bursting

hardware, etc.

(5) environmental influence - acoustic energy, humidity and

temperature influences, illumination, etc.

With great numbers of personnel associated with training, maintenance,

and operation of a silo complex, the potential for physiological injury

to the human body is relatively high. Moreover, the sources listed above

do not exist separately from each other. Rather, they may work in

association. For example, excessive humidity and temperature will cause

more slippery surfaces and influence the chances of humans falling or

being injured by moving parts. Bursting hardware cannot only be dangerous

in terms of flying parts, but may also cause chemical injury and acoustic

damage.

6.0 Psychological Factors

A Titan Missile Silo with its great depth and associated confusion

of moving machinery and hardware, represents a potentially hazardous

situation at best. For this reason it is important that the hazard

factor not be compounded by the inclusion among missile crews, of

individuals who possess personalities containing definite phobias, or

unreasonable fears.

Nearly every individual has some neurotic symptoms. Moreover, the

distribution of these symptoms is greater in some individuals than in

others. People who possess these symptoms in greater number are

operationally "normal" and cannot generally be detected from their

associates as being deviates or otherwise unusual. These individuals

can be called "marginal neurotics." It is only on occasions that their
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neurotic symptoms come to the surface.

Phobias are an important example of such neurotic symptoms. Generally,

I] an individual does not possess a unique phobia, but rather a group of

such unreasonable fears. Most individuals who are faced with a hazardous

I. situation in which caution is indicated and in which ordinary care must

I be taken to avoid injury, react accordingly. The phobic individual

retreats from the situation entirely, and because the phobia is generally

I socially unacceptable, the phobic generally attempts to conceal his

unreasonable fear by an explanation, or takes great pains to prevent

encountering situations in which he may find it necessary to display his

phobia. The following example refers to acrophobia although it may be

applied to any phobic condition.

If a group of individuals is required to ascend a long ladder to a

height, the ordinary individual will do so, while taking great care to

.step carefully and slowly. The average individual will probably voice

concern over the danger and may even display temper or hostility at a

clumsy associate. The task will however be performed in the end with a

modicum of tension or anxiety. On the other hand, the acrophobic

individual will reject the requirement absolutely, more often than not,

in defiance of retaliation by authority. If, however, the phobic

individual is finally forced to defy his unreasonable fear, he will

either exhibit the aforementioned reactions in an even more exaggerated

sense, or will become withdrawn. In either case, performance of the

phcoic task by such an individual will be accompanied by some loss to

17 his psychological well-being, if not to an explicit danger to both himself
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jand his group as a result of extreme tension and distraction.

This example illustrates that it is extremely important that missile

crews be psychiatrically screened for neurotic personality. The type of

personality discussed here is not easily detected by laymen and must be

uncovered by extensive psychological testing and psychiatric screening.

7.0 Human Use Factors

There are several aspects of total support to the Launcher System

which are more closely related to personnel use and operation of equipment

rather than to the best possible design of the equipment judging from

Ithe purely mechanical point of view. These were found to be:

1" (1) Utilization procedures

(2) Time study of maintenance operations, and

(3) Training and selection of maintenance personnel.

7.1 Utilization Procedures

Although equipment may be designed to achieve a particular main-

tenance objective, one must consider the whole task in terms of the

combined results of the equipment functions plus the procedures which

personnel must follow in order to accomplish the task. It may be, sometimes,

that the best mechanical design may be the most difficult for personnel

to utilize, and this combination Will result in grossly reduced overall

task proficiency.

In this report, if the abbreviated term "Procedures" is checked off,

it will mean that equipment has been evaluated from the point of view

of the consequences of the combined proficiency of the equipment's function

I. objective and the procedures which must be utilized by personnel in order

I6
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to accomplish this task most proficiently.

I i 7.2 Time Study

1' One of the Air Force's announced weapon system objectives is

Maintainability, whose definition includes a minimum of down time for

maintenance and the return of the system to operational status with a

minimum of delay. Complex or lengthy maintenance procedures result in

I excessive "down time". One means of reducing such down time would be the

T use of time-study of maintenance operations in order to determine where

improvements of procedure or equipment should be made.

j The factor "Time Study* will be used to indicate that the length

of time required to accomplish maintenance operations for a particular

I item has been considered.

-° 7.3 Training and Selection of Maintenance Personnel

I" Whereas standards already exist for the training and selection of

j" personnel, it is anticipated that the specialized requirements for ful-

filling some of the more demanding human factor criteria and/or procedures

] may indicate the capabilities will be required which have not been

.. provided for. In such situations, the factor "Training/Selection" will

- be checked and will indicate what modifications would be or were needed

in training or in personnel selection for best results.

8.0 The Human Factors Symbols

It will be observed that in every illustration and in each summary

sheet which is prepared for individual launcher equipment, characteristic

symbols are affixed. These symbols have been created by AMF human factors

personnel, in order to help the reader in quickly identifying the main
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category of human factors which are under consideration. As used in the

summary sheets, the symbol identifies the typical human factors category.

The illustration figure depicts the equipment and also pinpoints the

most important human factors inputs and recommendations. As used in the

illustration, the characteristic symbol is affixed at the beginning of

each statement, for easy identification of category.

It is hoped that this system of symbol coding may find acceptance

and standardized application by the entire human factors profession.

.1
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8.1 Identification of Human Factor Symbols

Seven symbols have been selected to identify the major areas of human
factor considerations. The symbol and its definition follows.

8.1.1 Symbol for Human Engineering Design Factors

The symbolism of a large anthropometric caliper scaling

the dimensions of a silhoutted figure of a man represents

the four considerations under Human Enineering Design Factors.

8.1.2 Symbol for Maintenance Factors

The symbol of the maintenance man's wrench crossed by a

X screw-driver is used to represent the 6 component aspects

of characteristic Maintenance Factors.

8.1.3 Symbol for Safety Factors

S The well known highway safety emblem with a human figure

VT inset is used to identify six Safety Factors.

8.1.4 Symbol for Physiological Factors

SThe human figure within the conventionalized heart design

is used to represent the three types of biological effects

which are related to the hardened weapon system. This figure

identifies Physiological Factors.

8.1.5 Symbol for Psychologcal Factors

4A large Greek letter Psi, which traditionally represents

Psychology, is used to identify 5 related Psychological Factors.

8.1.6 §_mo for Environmental Factors

The braced figure of a man within a protective enclosure

is used symbolically to represent the 3 conditions which

are recognized as Titan Environmental Factors.

8.167 Symbol for Human Use Factors

The outline of a man operating an elevator is used

I& J symbolically to represent the 3 types of activities which

are part of Human Use Factors.
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Chapter 7

Human Factors Engineering Evaluation of the Launcher System

1.1 OBJECTIVE

The purpose of this evaluation is to present a complete review of the

AMF Human Factors effort on the Titan Launcher System. Each sub-system

is analyzed in a separate chapter. All problem areas are listed for

each sub-system and the effort in each area from initiation to instal-

lation of the end product is discussed. It should be understood that

as design concepts changed during the program, certain human factors

problems became less critical and in some cases were eliminated. These

problems are included, however, since this evaluation is a complete

documentation for the Titan Launcher System.

1.2 CONTENT

The content of each chapter includes the information described in the

following. sections.

1.2. 1 STMARY

An illustration of the sub-system is included, where possible,

and indicates points at which human factors problems were involved.

A summary chart is provided in each chapter and shows the following:

a) The categories where human factors engineering effort was required.

b) The stage of the job during which the human factors engineering

effort was phased in, i.e., concept, review, analysis, or field

input.

c) The areas of human engineering objectives, i.e., specification

compliance, safety, operational status, maintenance recommendations,

or product improvement.
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d) The Titan models affected, by the recommendations, i.e., OSTF, TF,

and OB.

1.2.2 DESCRIPTION

Section 1.0 of each chapter provides a functional description of the

sub-system under consideration. The applicable human factor engineering

1.. considerations for this equipment ere summarized.

1.2.3 SYNOPSIS OF HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING PROBLEMS

Section 2.0 of each chapter tabulates the human factors engineering

problems considered for each sub-system. Included in this tabulation

are the following:

a) The categories where human factors engineering effort was required

(as previously indicated in Fig. 2).

L b) Documentary Compliance - reference source used to determine the

requirements for each human factor category.

c) Criteria for Success - the criteria established by the reference

source.

d) Application of Criteria - the type of participation carried out

by the AMF Human Factors Engineering Group and the type of recom-

mendations which were made.

e) Verification - the means used to verify that recommendations had

been adopted. The three possibilities for this category are systems

analysis, inspection of equipment and system test.

f) Results - an indication of whether recommendations were carried out

and what equipment modifications were made.
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g) Relative value - a point value to identify the relative importance

of each human factor problem area to a particular sub-system.

1.2.h DISCUSSION

Section 3.0 of each chapter provides any necessary background material

for the sub-system under consideration. Included in this section is

information such as the following-

a) Basic assumptions made at the initiation of the effort.

b) System concept or design changes made after the initiation of effort.

c) Limitations affecting the effort such as lack of adequate data or a

late phase-in period.

I d) Special problems.

y e) Special recommendations for the Operational Bases and/or future

programs.

1.2.5 REFERENCES

Section h.O of each chapter lists in detail all reference material and

documents noted within the text of the chapter.

I7
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CONTROL-DISPLAY HEIGHTS

The personnel elevator tele-
phone should be located
within tolerance limits with
respect to operator's hand
and eye heights.

STATION LOCATIONS

STelephone stations are
mounted in accessible

locations recommended
in AMF drawing #150-
268.

NOISE INTERFERENCE

AA sound proof enclosure
d should be provided around

the power pack room tele-
phone to insure efficient
exchange of messages
while hydraulic equip-
ment is in operation.

CONSTANT AVAILABILITY

Telephone equipment is
housed within explosion

proof enclosures so that4"' communications systems
will be available in hazard-
ous conditions

FIGURIE 8-1
HUMAN FACTORS INPUTS

COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM
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SUMMARY CHECKLIST OF _V :HUMAN FACTORS PROGRAM/ !

IN RELATION TOS
ConT'-urTr I CAT 2IONS

TELEPH(ThE ANP JACK
SYSTEM

0 .0

0 ~ 0c

R44 .4

1.0 HUMAN ENGINEERING DESIGN FACTORS 2
1.1 Anthropometric Compatabilit
1.2 Controls and Displays- - -- ---

1.3 Fail-Safe Design ---.-- ~

T 2.0 MAINTENANCE FACTORS
2.1 Acces, Visual*- --

2.2 Access, Servicing ------

2.3 Remove and Replace -

2.14 Handling, Physical Limitations -----

2.5 Handling# Transportation
2.6 Vehicle Maneuverability - --

3.0 SAFETY FACTORS
3.1 Chemical Decontamination_______
3.2 Escape Provisions * ~ -- - -~

3.3 Protection from Entanglement-- ------

3.14 Protection from Falling ---

3.5 Safety Devices (other)
3.6 Warning Devices - ---------

4.0 PHYSIOLOGICAL FACTORS
4.1 Biological Damage ------

4.2 Vertigo

4.3 Vibration Effects - -----

5.0 PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS
5.1 Fear of Heights- ---- - -

5.2 Fear of Being Crushed________
5.3 Fear of Falling- ----- - -

5.4k Fear of Isolation______ _ - -- --- -

5.5 Feeling of Insecurity-- - - -

6.0 ENVIRONMENTAL4 FACTORS ,
6.1 Acoustic Energy (noise) - -~-~~- - - -
6.*2 Humidity & Temperature- -.-- ---- :6.3 Illumination 1 I I

7.0 HUMAN USE FACTORS
7.1 Procedure _ o__ata ___iy - - - . - --
7.2 Time Study
7.3 Training/Selection-
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1.0 DESCRIPTION

1.1 The operational Communications System for the OSTF and TF models

consists of the communications conduits, pull boxes, junction boxes,

telephone jacks and telephone head sets which are installed on the

crib for the purpose of permitting telephone communication between

maintenance personnel on any of the work platform levels, outside

exchanges, other silo work areas, and. with personnel in the Command

Control Center, the Missile Assembly Building, the Equipment Terminal

and with all the control stations. Since no personnel will be in the

silo during operational status, and these crib-mounted telephone

facilities are intended exclusively for the use of maintenance per-

sonnel, they are located in the most active maintenance areas.

Typically there are two telephone stations located on each work plat-

form level; a wall mounted telephone with extension jack is usually

installed in quadrant I-A and a telephone extension jack in quadrant

III-C. In addition to the 6 Work Platform telephones there is a

telephone in the Personnel Elevator, one at the Flame Deflector level,

one at the bottom of the crib, one at the Tunnel Entrance Control

Station, one in the Power Pack area of the Equipment Room and one in

the Electrical Area of the Equipment Room.

1.2 Men of the Air Force population who represent body sizes between the

5th and 95th percentile must be able to locate and use the telephones

and plug-in jacks easily. The location of units should be consistant

throughout the silo and each unit should be easily accessible. A

telephone should be available in areas where maintenance procedures

are potentially hazardous or where outside monitoring is desirable.

These and other factors contributing to the successful use of the
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Communication System have been itemized on the Summary Checklist (Fig. 8-2)
and the progress of the design requirements relating to the Communication
System has been tabulated in the following Synopsis.

I
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3.0 DISCUSSION

The location of the telephone in the elevator, although rearranged

from the original layout, does not bring the equipment within

tolerance limits with respect to operator eye and hand heights. In

the act of dialing it is necessary for personnel either to stoop or

bend to bring the phone into the range necessary for reaching and

viewing.

The telephone in the Power Pack room cannot be relocated because it

is required at that location during maintenance procedures. In view

of this requirement and considering the high noise level created by

the hydraulic pumps, the necessity of some type of sound barrier or

7phone booth still exists. Until this situation is resolved the use

of the telephone will be restricted and the expected efficiency of

the maintenance procedures will be lost. Human errors with resulting

accidents can occur if commands to and from this station are lost or

misunderstood.
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4.0 REFERENCES
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10. AMF Report, MR-TPS-149, Information Interchange on Communications,
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11. MIF Drawing No. HF-T-1093 - Telephone Installation Study.
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HANDLING HAZARD MARKING

' Eye hooks have been provided Low overhead areas have been
on the underside of the silo ) hazard marked.
cap and door for use in the
removal and replacement of Upturned angles on the catwalks

the crib lock components. should be hazard marked to
prevent tripping.

Lifting eyes have been provided
on all crib lock components
weighing in excess of 50 lbs.

REACH REQUIREMENT ACCESS TO SWITCH

The platforms provided to Access to the elevator drive
TJ service the horizontal locks X switch should be provided.

should be located at the The drive mechanism should
proper height for servicing be capable of being shut down
the locks. by men working in the area to

prevent entanglement.

SAFETY BELT SUPPORTS

Safety belt eye supports should
be field located and installed.

FIGURE 9-1
HUMAN FACTORS INPUTS

CRIB LOCKING

SYSTEM
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SUMMARY CHECKLIST OF
HUMAN FACTORS PROGRAM 4
IN RELATION TOt // /
CRIB LOCKING SYSTEM

00
o
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1.0 HUM ENGINEERING DES] INFACTORS a $ 'o

1.1 ;n;hropometrio Compatability ***
] 1.2 Controls and Displays t

1.3 Fail-Safe Design1#4 Malfunction Detection

1.0 MAINTENANCE FACTORS
2.1 Access# i Co t i * * Vi* u a l * "

2.2 Access# Servicing * - ,"
" 2.3 Remove and Replacey - - - - - - ; - -

2. Handlng, Physical L n tatons
2. Handling Transportation

2.6 Vehicle Maneuverabilit
3.0 SAFETY FACTORS

3.1 Chessal Decontamination
3.2 Esae Provisions
3.3 Protection feom Entanglement-
3.4  Protection from Falling o a * * * - * - - 4 *

3.5 SafetyDevices (other)__ , , .I
3.6 Warning Devicesportatio

3.o PHYSIOLOGICAL FACTORS
3.1 Bioloical Damage
3.2 Vertigo v s __...
4.3 Vibration Effects. gne, I

5.0 PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS

5.1 Fear of Heighto
5*2 Fear of Being Crushed_
5.3 Fear of Falling T
5.4 Fear of Isolation
5.5 Feeling of Insecurity

6.0 ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS
6.1 Acoustic Energy (noise)
6.2 Humidity & Temperature
6.3 Illumination

7.0 HUMAN USE FACTORS
7.1 Procedure
7.2 Time Study
7.3 Training/Selection
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1.0 DESCRIPTION

1.1 The Crib Locking System, located at the top of the crib, consists of

jacks at each of the four corners of the crib. When the missile silo

is in the "soft" condition preparatory to raising the launcher platform,

these corner jacks lock and level the crib rigidly into a predetermined

position in order to provide a constant and stable above-ground platform

for missile launching activities or for missile emplacement. When the

missile is underground in the "hardened" condition the jacks remain

unlocked allowing the crib suspension system to provide shock-mounting

for everything mounted on or within the crib envelope, including the

launching system of the missile itself.

1.2 Men of the Air Force population who represent body sizes between the

5th and 95th percentile must be able to perform the required maintenance

on the Crib Locking Mechanism. The platforms must provide adequate

access and safety to personnel in the performance of their duties. The

design of the removable parts of the Crib Locks should be such that

they can be handled easily and efficiently. All efforts to make this

hazardous area of maintenance as safe as possible should be incorporated.

These and other factors contributing to the successful maintenance of

the Crib Locking System have been itemized on the Summary Checklist

(fig. 9-3) and the progress of desi-n requirements relating to the

Maintenance Dolly has been tabulated in the following Synopsis..
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3.0 DISCUSSION

The Upper Silo work platforms which have been installed do not provide

either optimum access nor optimum safety. It is most probable that

Crib-Lock removal operations will necessarily have to be performed by

special rigging crews. Field observation of this operation, conducted

by professional riggers with scaffolding, revealed that the workers had

to crawl on the hammerhead beams and in general expose themselves to

I many hazards which cannot be expected of Air Force Personnel without

this special training. The hazards are compounded by the great number

T" of operations (switching of cables between eye-bolts and on the crib-

lock components). A simplified method for crib lock removal and adequate

access ladders, catwalks and platforms would eliminate much of the

problem.
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4.0 REFERENCES

1. AFEM Exhibit 57-8A, Human Engineering Design Standards for Missile
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TOXICITY HAZARDS HOSE CONNECTIONS

Highly toxic fluids require the Design hose connections so that
use of protective clothing and 00 inadvertent interchanging is im-O gas masks with independent air possible.

supply.
OPTIMUM SAFETY CONDI-
TIONS CAN NOT BE EXPECT- HANDLING

ED WITH IN-SILO DEGREAS-

IG Winches and hoists must be used

to handle heavy solvents andOdegreaser units.

PROTECTIVE CLOTHING COMMUNICATIONS

Protective clothing must not Throat microphones are
interfere with personnel per-1 recommended connected to the

formance. communications system for

contacting other crew mem-
bers and to allow outside moni-

Storing of procedures.

TOXICITY SENSORS

ACCESS
Personnel should be provided
with toxicity sensors which

indicate visually and audibly Auxiliary platform and steps
when dangerous limits have 4 are needed to provide access to
been exceeded, service connections.,

FIGURE 10-1
HUMAN FACTORS INPUTS

IN-SILO DEGREASING
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SUMMARY CHECKLIST OF
HUMAN FACTORS PROGRAM TORIN RELATION TO: .,

DEC-I'EASER UNIT
(1NON-MTF)

-- 0

T.-o HUMAN XMaINEERIN13 DESIGN FACTORS ,,(fz co

1.1 Antbrop tric Compatability* * * -* * *l 1.2 Controls and Displays

• 1.3 Fail-Safe Design-
1.4 Malfunction Detection_ . -

2.0 MAINTENANCE FACTORS
2.1 Acoces, Visual
2.2 Access, Servicing 4- - - - -. * , .
2.3 Remove and Replace
2.4. Handling, Physical Limitations -- ----- _

2.5 Handling, Transportation
7- 2.6 Vehicle Maneuverability -

3.0 SAFET FACTORS
3.1 Chemical Decontamination
3.2 Escape Provisions * _ * * *
3.3 Protection from Entanglement- -

" 3.4 Protection from Falling , ;
3.5 Safety Devices (other) * * *T

3.6 Warning Devices " - - - - "- _

4.0 PHYSIOLOGICAL FACTORS
4.1 Biological Damage - - , * - -- ,
4.2 Vertigo
4.3 Vibration Effects.

5.0 PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS
5.1 Fear of Heights
5.2 Fear of Being Crushed_

5-.3 Fear of Falling ,T-

5.4 Fear of Isolation
5.5 Feeling of Ineeourity " - *

6.0 ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS
6.1 Acoustic Energy (noise)

6.2 Humidity & Temperature
6.3 Illumination

7.0 HUMAN USE FACTORS
7.1 Procedure
7.2 Time Study
7.3 Training/Selection

FIGURE 10-2 10-2



1.0 DESCRIPTION OF THE DEGRTEASER EQUI.M1ENT

1.1 The Degreaser consists of twTo units: the decontaminating unit and the

solvent fill unit. The decontaminating unit includes the following:

(1) tank and reel unit or liquid solvent recovery (hereinafter termed

the solvent disposal unit.), (2) portable solvent recovery platform,

(3) hydraulic test console or gas generator valve opening kit,

j(4) a set of electrical power cables, (5) two flexible hoses, (6)*bellows

restrainers, (7) blank flanges, (8) a pressure gauge, (9) a metal

stemmed thermometer, (10) new crush washers and, (11) hand tools for

operating. The solvent fill unit is composed of: two barrel stands,

two flex hose assemblies, two globe valves and associated piping, and

three solvent transfer containers. These units are used in degreasing

a missile after a captive or aborted firing and an accidental contamination

of the liquid oxygen manifold or injector.

1,2 Applicable Human Factors Considerations

Hen of the Air Force population who represent body sizes between the

5th and 95th percentile must be able to operate and transport the

Degreaser unit efficiently throughout the tunnels and within the Missile

Silo without causing damage to equipment or injury to personnel. These

vehicular units must be designed to provide adequate access to all parts

that may require constant service, and where maintenance tasks require

removal of components heavier than a man can safely lift, special

handling devices must be provided. Factors contributing to the successful

use of the Degreasing units have been itemized on the summary checklist

(Figure 10-2) and the progress of the Degreaser design has been tabulated

in detail in the following synopsis.
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3.0 DISCUSSION

The task originated when DIC through STL requested that AMF make specific

technical inputs to ECP-M-45. The basic data used in this evaluation of

the degreaser problem comes from various projected procedures, vendor

data sheets and drawings all provided by others (non-AMF).

A definite problem in handling will arise when large, heavy degreaser

J. units must be moved from storage, through tunnels, down the personnel

elevator and finally onto the work platforms. Levels #6 and #7 around

the stage I engines provide minimum surface for handling any piece of

jequipment. The Human Factorq Engineering Group has recommended the
following safety considerations: protective clothing, gas masks with

independent air supply, goggles, throat microphones for audible contact,

connections designed so they cannot be inadvertently interchanged,

- - sensors with audible and visual warning devices. Many handling and

safety problems would be minimized or eliminated by above ground

". degreasing of the missile.
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4.o REFERENCES

1. AF34 57-8A, Human Engineering Design Standards for Missile System

Equipment.1.
2. ADS-1003C, Personnel Safety for WS 107A-2 Launcher System.

3. The Martin Company - TMC-039 and TMC-040, Facility Modification for

]i Use of Engine Degreasing Equipment in Hard Condition.
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14. AMF Drawing No. HF-T-1031, Degreaser Platform - Flame Deflector Area (TF).

15. AMF Drawing No. HF-T-1131, Degreaser Facility (TF & OB).
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MANEUVERABILITY SAFETY GATE

g. The bridge dimensions pro- A Agate has been added to4 ide adequate area for the protect personnel from the
movement of the men and danger of the open elevator

Sequipment to be transported - shaftway.
from the Personnel Tunnel11
to the Personnel Elevator.

~ ~-.~- - ~ . -iiI~ ~'~HANDRAILS

All I: Handrails have been removed1K.~---' ' ;7-----. because associate contractorI- installations have eliminated

~.$- ~~---' i~...'. ~the falling hazard.

-- Z4

- .. ~'::,-~- :-i~CATWALK

- --- ~II . 'A catwalk has been added to
prvde safe pass age between

the emergency ladder and the
Crib-To-Silo Bridge.

ACCESSGrating on the bridge
treadway prevents slipping
while maneuvering equipment

X Sliding Plate provides across the bridge.
access to the bridge
pivot bushings for
servicing. FTIEJRE i11

HUMAN FACTORS INPUTS
CRIB-TO-SILO BRIDGE



SUWAY CHCKLIST OF V/ id
HUMAN FACTORS PROGRAM

IN RELATION 'TO:
CRIB-TO-SILO BRIDGE

;7 -f
labilit ' . ..

1.1ntr1 ercCop ; ... ? ;

12.0 HMAN II ODESIGN FACTORS

1.1 Acthrosomeic otbiit

1. 2 Reotol and Dieplays_ , --- ---

i. Malfuin PhesclLttions______2 .20 S TI C FACTORS - -

""1.1 handlinPical comtati-ns

3.0 MAYITOGC FACTORS
3.1 higical Dmaiation s

3.2 Eserio n -. q--/ .~~ ---.

2.5 Prattion Tfraeotain

3.6 Warien evai l

5.0 PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS
5.1 Fear of Heightsamina
5.2 Fear of Being Crushed-
5.3 Fear of Falling .... -.,, - , - * *
5.14 Fear of Isolation__N5.6 Feeling of Insecurit--

6.0 ENIRONMENTAL FACTORS
6.1 Acoustic Ener (noise)
6.2 Humidity & Temperature
6.3 illubination fects

7.0 HUMAN USE FACTORS
7.1 Procedure
7.2 Time Study en CruL
7.3 Trainfng/Selection

FIGURE 11-2 11 -2



1.0 DESCRIPTION

1.1 The Crib-to-Silo Bridge spans the gap between the mouth of the personnel

tunnel and the personnel elevator. The bridge provides the only means

of gaining man and equipment access to the missile silo when entering

through the personnel tunnel. The bridge is a structural platform with

a grating on the tread surface. It is hinged from the crib and rests

on the tunnel entrance. The design allows the bridge either to pivot

about its hinge pin or to slide laterally along the hinge pin while the

tunnel side of the bridge remains free. This design prevents damage to

the bridge, crib and surrounding equipment during ground-shock.

1.2 Applicable Human Factors Considerations

Men of the Air Force population who represent body sizes between the

5th and 95th percentile must be able to maneuver vehicles across the

bridge efficiently without causing damage to equipment or injury to

personnel. Any parts of the bridge which require servicing must be

- -readily accessible and easily serviced. The bridge design should in-

corporate all necessary safety features to prevent falling or the fear

of falling. Factors contributing to the successful use of the Crib-

to-Silo Bridge have been itemized on the Summary Checklist (Fig. 11-2)

and the progress of the design tequirements relating to the Crib-to-

Silo Bridge have been tabulated in the following synopsis.
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3.0 DISCUSSION

Human Factors Evaluation of the Crib-to-Silo Bridge was based on the

consideration of the bridge as an independent unit because human factors

problems depended upon interfaces with many other items which were in

some cases not in the scope of AMF Design. On this basis human factors

recommended the use of railings, toe boards and opaque curtains to

prevent falling from the bridge, dropping tools from the bridge and to

minimize the visual awareness of height. Associate contractor drawings

- were reviewed to monitor space envelopes surrounding the bridge. As

y the design of the installations in this area progressed, it became

apparent that the need for railings, toe boards and opaque curtains did

Snot exist and therefore they were subsequently deleted as design

requirements.

Ii



4.0 REFERENCES
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PROCEDURE 
COMPONENT WEIGHTS

Detailed procedures are recom- 
Strongbacks have been recom.-mended for safe and efficient 
mended to distribute heavy

rem oval and replacem ent of Xe d d t i tr b t e vheavy components. loads evenly.

All components which are above
the. safe limit for a man to liftmust be provided with some
special handling means.

Eyebolts have been specified to
provide correct lifting points

I 
for hoists.

SPECIAL EQUIPMENT

X Roller bed conveyors, multi-
ple hoists, monorails andOother pieces of special handling
equiprhent have been recom-
mended to solve specific
problems.

FIGURE 12-1
HUMAN FACTORS INPUTS

LIFTING AND HANDLING DEVICES
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SVMIARr CHECKLIST OF4 1 1
DEVICES

04

1.0 HUA E3)IN3I M lON FACTORS
1.1 Anth ropemtric Cmatability_.--- 1. A - - - -A .*'

.. 1.3 Fal afeo- esn0

2.1 2=0 .0,?~hI F0T(I

2.2 Accoess, Serviceing- 2.3 Re.oand Rpace '• *: *# -

2.6 Vehicle ]MauvxabLlitr- - -.- __3.0 SAFERT FACTORS

3.1 Chetoal mDont mDis ton __ -

_.3.2 Escape Provisions__________ -- ---

i3.3 Protection from Entanglement - - @
3.3 Safety Desie (oher),
3.6 Warn iDevicese-

.O PISIOLOICAL FACTORS
14.1 Biological Damas - -( -- -- -2.2 Vertsso i
4.3 Vibration ffects__ _ __at

3.0 PSCHOLOGICAL FFACCTOS
5.1 Femi of Heightsentamina
3.2 Fea of BeingCrished

3 Fre io ofro alling

3.5 Fear of Isolationther):I
5.6 Feeling of Insert-.---.

6.0 ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS6.1 oustic Enegy (noise) -A

.2Humidity & TemperatureVert
6.3 Illuination *,e * - *

7.0 HSYLA C USE FAC TORS
7.1 Procedure__________________7.2 Tia Study ing Crus
7.3 Training/Selection

7FIGURE 12-2
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1.0 DESCRIPTION

1.1 Various lifting and handling devices are required throughout the silo

to assist in the removal and replacement of heavy components. At the

top of the silo, in the door cap, there are approximately forty-one

inserts. These inserts are prime in importance when handling most of

L the equipment to be replaced. Much of the equipment requires simul-

taneous use of two, three, or more of the handling devices available.

In some cases it is necessary to use a strongback, when moving equipment,

in order to distribute a load more evenly. At other times the weight

of a component to be replaced may require the use of a roller bed con-

veyor so that it can be guided through tight clearances. Hoists are

sometimes used in series in order that components pass laterally to

where they can be removed from the silo. Most areas in the silo are

confining and many different methods with their special devices are

required if any replacement of equipment is to be realized.

1.2 Men of the Air Force population who represent body sizes between the

5th and 95th percentile must be able to use these lifting and handling

devices efficiently without causing damage to equipment or injury to

personnel.

Factors affecting the successful use of this equipment have been

itemized on the Summary Checklist (Fig. 12-2). There have been

numerous studies made to determine handling methods to be used and the

equipment to accommodate. The following are just a few: Removal of

Door Actuator, Method for Replacement of Counterweight Cylinders,

Method for Replacement of Power Drive Motor, Handling for Maintenance-

Torque Motor and Lock Jack-Inclined Jack, and Handling for Maintenance-

Idler Sheave and Water Connection.

1.2-3



2.0 SYNOPSIS

The synopsis sheets have been deleted fram this chapter because each

item requiring special handling devices has been analyzed completely

on the basis of those human factors considerations specified on the

Summary Checklist. These analyses which are in drawing form can be

found listed in section 4.0 of this chapter.
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3.0 DISCUSSION

The need for maintenance procedures requiring removal and replacement

of components may extend to those items which are above the safe weight

for a man or a team of men to handle. When this occurs, special lifting

and handling devices must be provided so that various rigging techniques

can be applied to the operation. Down time and hazards are minimized by:

A. Accurate preliminary planning, B. Installation of eye bolts, mono-

rails, hoists and other necessary equipment as specified, and 0. Complete

adherence to the procedure in every detail while removing the heavy

components.

Several eye bolt patterns have been submitted by AMF to provide the

I lifting points required in carefilly planned removal and replacement

procedures. Not all of these inserts have been approved by associate

contractors and installed, however, and design modifications have

rendered others obsolete.

Procedures which could have been followed safely by Air Force personnel

may have become too hazardous for anyone but a trained crew of rigging

specialists. With the present conditions a special rigging crew for

each squadron is a reasonable solution to the problem, but new studies

and modified lifting and handling devices could provide the means whereby

missile silo crews may be able to remove and replace the heavy components.
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4.o REFERECES

1. AFBM 57-8A, "Human Engineering Design Standards for Missile System

Equipment".

2. AMF Design Specification, ADS-1003C "Personnel Safety for WS 107A-2

Launcher System".

3. AMF Drawing No. HF-T-I097, Winch Anchoring Location (OSTF & Up).

4. AMF Drawing No. HF-T-1105, Removal of Door Actuator.

5. AMF Drawing No. HF-T-II06, Misc. Handling Portable Trolley (OSTF).

6. AMF Drawing No. HF-T-107, Actuator Maintenance Door Closure (OSTF &

TF).

7 7. AMF Drawing No. HF-T-II08, Method for Replacement of Counterweight

Cylinders.

8. AMF Drawing No. HF-T-IU09, Method for Replacement of C'W'T Cylinders

(OSTF & TF).

9. AMF Drawing No. HF-T-1117, Handling for Maintenance - Idler Sheave

& Water Connection (OSTF).

10. AMF Drawing No. HF-T-1126, Proposed Lift Insert Location - Door

Foundation.

11. AMF Drawing No. HF-T-127, Proposed Lift Inserts Location - Underside

of Missile Silo Cap.

12. AMF Drawing No. HF-T-l133, Method for Replacement of Power Drive

Motor (OSTF & TF).
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13. AMF Drawing No. HF-T-1136, Door Seal Removal (0STF, TF & OB).

14. AMF Drawing No. HF-T-1143, Handling for Maintenance - Winch Block

at Personnel Tunnel.

15. AMF Drawing No. HF-T-II53, (8Sh.), Handling for Maintenance -

Torque Motor & Lock Jack - Inclined Jack.

16. AMF Drawing No. HF-T-1098 - Door Configuration Eye Bolt Req.

17. AMF Drawing No. HF-T-1118 - Equipment Passage, Door Foundation.

18. ANF Drawing No. HF-T-1134 - Method for Replacement of Power Drive

Motor (OSTF & TB).

19. AMF Drawing No. HF-T-II35 - Door Seal Removal.

20. AMF Drawing No. HF-T-1l37 - Installation Fittings, Door Foundation.

21. AKP Drawing No. HF-T-1147 - Closure Door Study #1.

22. AMF Drawing No. HF-T-1148 - Closure Door Study #2.

23. AMF Drawing No. HF-T-II49 - Closure Door Study #3.
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MANEUVERABILITY HAND CLEARANCE

4P Equipment must be easily Allow adequate hand clearance
" moved from its storage lo- for safe control of equipment.

cation and into position on
Swork platform in order to

satisfy functional require-

ments.

CONTROL - REACTION MOTIONS

, Control direction of movement
must be consistent with thatt

direction of reactive move-
ment desired of the piece ofpowered equipment. !

CONTROL DISTRIBUTION

] Distribute controls for opti-

mum human performance.

CONTROL HEIGHT

Pitch boom control lever
should be at least 30 inches

l" above standing surface.

VISUAL REQUIREMENTSI 0 ~~~~Labels should follow controls "- : , ',

into optimum areas of reach-" .. ' "

BATTERY CHARGING

X to allow charging of batteries
, without their removal from ACCESS

I the equipment.

U9 Access openings for mainten-
ance have been provided.

STABILITY CAPACITY

Tie-down straps have been Warning signs shall indicate
provided for added stability. l o) ad capacities and proper

hydraulic fluids.

1 FIGIJP 13-1
HUMAN FACTORS INPUTS

TRAILER, LIFT & MAINTENANCE

DOLLY
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MANEUVERABILITY HAND CLEARANCE

Equipment must be easily Allow adequate hand clearance

Ir moved from its storage 1o- 8.jJ J for safe control of equipment.
cation and into position on

] work platform in order to
satisfy functional require-
ments.

CONTROL - REACTION MOTIONS

,} Control direction of movement
must be consistent with that
direction of reactive move-
ment desired of the piece of

powered equipment.

CONTROL DISTRIBUTION

mum human performance.

]'. ~ ~CONTROL HEIGHT '- - 8
Pitch boom control lever

should be at least 30 inches -

VISUAL REQUIREMENTS.. %

Labels should follow controls ". . ... •% itopluaraofea-.[? ' :i '

ing and seeing..

BATTERY CHARGING
]i ~ An outlet should be provided i

j to allow charging of batteries

1 without their removal from ACCESS
the equipment.

t Access openings for mainten-

ance have been provided.

Ii STABILITY CAPACITY

"@ Tie-down straps have been \ Warning signs shall indicate

provided for added stability. load capacities and proper
hydraulic fluids.

1 FIGURE 13-1
HUMAN FACTORS INPUTS

TRAILER, LIFT & MAINTENANCE

IDOLLY
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""SMRY CHECKLIST OFAOd
HUMAN FACTORS PROGRAM CTR

7" IN RELATION TOt
.TRAILER, LIFT AND

MAINTENANCE DOLLY

7"

2.3~4 Reov aA Rpl
2. 1.0 HUM ENGINEERIN DESIGN- FACTORS.. 1.1 Anthropomtric Compatabilit----- IL -t

* 1.2 Condrolsand Dispoltatio
1.3 Fal-Safe Design-• 2 .4 Malfunotion Detection --- - - - - - -.

2*0 MAINTENANCE FACTORS
2.1 ACcess o Visual
2.2 Acces Servicng _ _ _ - - - - - -

3.3ro Roeom and Replanen -

2.k Handling, frohal Limitations" 2.5 Handlingp Transportation_

2.6 Vehile Maneuverabilit____ _ -- - - -- -

3.0 SAET F FTORS
3.2 Chemical Decontamination
3..2 Escape Provisions
3.3 Vration from Entanglement-

3.5 Safety Devices (other). ± '. . .
- 3.6 Warning Devices..

-" ~.0 PHYSIaOaICAL FA=TRS
4.1 Biological Damge

4.3 Vibration Effects_

5.0 PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS
5.1 Fear of Heights .....
5.2 Fear of Being Crushed_
5.3 Fear of Falling
5 .h Fear of Isolation
5.5 Feeling of Inseourity

6.0 ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS
" - 6.1 Acoustic Energy (noise) /--

6.2 Humidity & Temperature - _ _ __ ___

6.3 Illumination

7.0 HUMAN USE FACTORS
7.1 Procedure
7.2 Time Study "
7.3 Training/Selection "

FIGURE 13-2
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I
1.0 DESCRIPTION

. 1.1 The Maintenance Dolly is a handling and transportation device used

Iprimarily for replacement of "black box equipment" in the missile.
Its design features a battery powered, hydraulically operated boom

1 ~ with controls for vertical height, pitch, traverse and extension.

Handling adaptors are provided to facilitate removal and replacement

1. of various missile components known as "black boxes". The dolly is

coupled to the tug truck for movement between the launcher storage area

and the silo (via the access tunnel).

f 1.2 Men of the Air Force population who represent body sizes between the

5th and 95th percentile must be able to operate the Maintenance Dolly

I controls easily and maneuver the Dolly on work platforms. The vehicle

i design must provide adequate access to the self-contained batteries and

other units requirinT frequent service. Caution signs indicating

operating loads, maximum capacity and operating instructions must be

affixed to prevent injury to personnel and damage to equipment.

j Factors contributing to the, successful use of the Maintenance Dolly

have been itemized on the Summary Checklist (Fig. 13-2) and the

progress of design requirements relating to the Maintenance Dolly have

Ibeen tabulated in the following Synopsis.

I1
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3 .0 ThSCUSSTON

The layout and desion of the Maintenance Dolly controls may not permit

optimum operator performance. A handlinrm device of this nature demands

that full operator attention be given to, the boom and the equipment

being handled by the boom. The boom controls, therefore, should be

designed and laid out so that their manipulation does not require

excessive visual attention or body movement other than arms and hands.

The present control layout even with training may not permit the

operator to control the boom easily. If redesign of this unit, or

design of a similar unit is contemplated, the control panel design

should be afforded primary consideration to insure optimum man-machine

performance.
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4.0 REFERENCES

1. AFBM Exhibit 57-8A, Human Engineering Design Standards for Missile
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" 8. AMF Document TS 7.2.35, DDL Review 5053 Maintenance Dolly, 2/2/59.
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10. AMF Document TS 7.2.37, Advance Transmittal of Handling Dolly

Evaluation Report, 12/16/58.
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CONTROLS

Arrangement of controls should
be consistent from application
to application.

Direction of control movement
should be identical in cab and on
remote controller.

DEAD-MAN CONTROL

SA dead-man trigger switch has
been provided to insure fail safe
conditions.

FIGURE 14-2
HUMAN FACTORS INPUTS

COLES CRANE
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SUMARY CHECKLIST OF afd!eI
HUMAN FACTORS PROGRAM0
IN RELATION TO: /
GSE MISSILE EMPLACEMENT
SYSTEM

0 8 's(L I I C Io.7 *Il~ i Id
W0~0

1.0 HUMAN ENGINEERING DESIGN FACTORS

1.1 Anthropometric Compatability -

1.2 Controls and Displays * _ * [ * * * * *

1.3 Fail-Safe Design
1.4 Malfunction Detection

2,0 MAINTENANCE FACTORS
2.1 Access, Visual_ _ _ _ _ _ _ - " _ _ i ___

2.2 Access, Servicing ,
2.3 Remove and Replace I J -1 - *

2.4 Handling, Physical Limitations____
2.5 Handling, Transportation
2.6 Vehicle Maneuverability-

3.0 SAFETY FACTORS
3.1 Chemical Decontamination
3.2 Escape Provisions
3.3 Protection from Entanglement-
3.4 Protection from Falling
3.5 Safety Devices (other) .- , -** . ,
3. Warning Devices

4.0 PHYSIOLOGICAL FACTORS
4.1 Biological Damage---
--4.2 Vertigo
4.3 Vibration Effects

5.0 PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS
5.1 Fear of Heights
5.2 Fear of Being Crushed-.5.3 Fear of Fallng, ' ',T'5.4 Fear of Isolation -

5.5 Feeling of Insecurity-

6.0 ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS
6.1 Acoustic Energy (noise) --

6.2 Humidity & Temperature * _ *

6.3 Illumination -"

7.0 HUMAN USE FACTORS
7,1 Procedure " " - - - - - - __

7.2 Time Study
7.3 Training/Selection
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1.0 DESCRIPTION

1.1 The Missile Emplacement System consists of the methods, procedures

and equipment which are used to mate the three stages of the missile

on the missile support mechanisms. The system equipment consists of

a crane containing a primary and secondary hoist as well as a remote

control unit, the M4-1 crane for emplacing the silo mouth platforms,

a mobile maintenance platform and relevant hardware, adaptors and

tag lines. The emplacement procedure provides a means by which the

stages and reentry-vehicle of the missile may be connected successive-

ly, as well as methods by which pertinent maintenance may be applied.

1.2 Applicable Human Factors Considerations

Men of the Air Force population who represent body sizes between

the 5th and 95th percentile must be able to conduct the required

operations of missile emplacement efficiently without causing damage

to equipment or injury to personnel. The individual procedures which

comprise the system must be designed to provide for simplicity and

efficiency so that men can execute the requirements of the emplacement

- -system effectively with a minimum of training and a minimum of time

and expenditure of effort.

Factors contributing to the successful conduct of the Missile

Emplacement System have been itemized on the summary checklist

(Figure 14-4) and the progress of missile emplacement design has been

tabulated in detail in the following synopsis.
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i 3.0 DISCUSSION

3.1 The missile emplacement system was never formally evaluated as an

entity from the standpoint of human factors engineering. Rather,

evaluations were made of sub-systems and techniques from DDL's and

I. EPD's, through review and procedural examination.

3.2 The success of any given missile emplacement effort will depend upon

three general conditions: the efficiency of the team, the degree of

I smoothness and reliability which the system affords, and the effect of

the ambient environmental conditions. Team training and team dynamics

are generally not within the scope of human factors engineering concern.

- It must be noted, however, that an efficient missile emplacement team

will most generally be composed of men who have worked together over a

considerable period of time and who have a complete understanding of

their tasks as integrated functions in an overall system.

3.3 Although it is possible that missiles will have to be emplaced in

-. environmental conditions which are not always optimal, many precautions

and preparations can be adopted which will minimize the effects and

" permit satisfactory amplacement procedures. Although ment& rk does

not deteriorate as rapidly as humidity and temperature rise, the rate

of physical work drops off and accidents increase. It is generally

conceded that men can tolerate a much hotter temperature if the air is

relatively dry. In a similar fashion, the wind which exists in an

1operational area must be considered as a serious factor in work
efficiency. Wind chill can cause effects on exposed skin which is

equivalent to a corsiderable reduction in temperature, and for this

l4-ll



reason wind chill must be considered in protecting operating crews and

in avoiding accidents as a result of stiff fingers, etc.

3.4 Considerations should also be given to ambient illumination and arti-

ficial illumination at a missile emplacement site. During daylight

the general earth light on a clear day is 300 candles/sq.ft.,

(enough for the finest precision work), and therefore, the problem

is not that of inadequate light, but of brightness and glare. The

-- ability to see detail depends upon the brightness difference between

the detail and its background. The greater the difference in bright-

ness, the more readily the seeing task is performed. In general, the

brightness ratio of the visual task to its immediate surroundings

- - should be no greater than three. Glare can be reduced by the applica-

7 tion of dull surface coverings where applicable, and by attempting to

reduce angles of operation to exclude the open sky as a background

for a given task.

3.5 Consideration of the above conditions indicates that there are many

-P emplacement variables which cannot be wholly controlled. For this

reason, and reasons which are contained in the emplacement procedure

itself, future attention should be directed toward a re-design of the

missile emplacement system which will contain a more automated

methodology, less dependent upon human judgments and skills.

11
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CAPACITY

,} Platform has been designed
f3 to support a load of 350 lbs.

~GUARD RAILS

Protection against falling
has been provided.i" CONTROL

Control Lever should not
, * be located where it can

interfere with platform
working area.

_ CONTROL

Provide dead-man controls
* to reduce chances of personnel

injury and damage to equipment.

[ . FAIL SAFE DEVICE

' Provide some means of
preventing a sudden drop
in case of failure of
power unit.

LEVELING JACKS

Leveling jacks have been
provided.

TIE-DOWN STRAPS

• -- . Stability has been acm

plished by the use of tie-down

-straps.

ACCESS FOR MAINTENANCE

MANEUVERABILITY Access has been provided

X" to serviceable parts.

Package width is reduced

by folding frame sectionsp during tunnel transit.

" FIGUEE 15-1
HUMAN FACTORS INPUTS

MOBILE WORK

PLATFORM
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I GUARD RAILS
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CONTROL

Control Lever should not
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Provide dead-man controls
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HUMAN FACTORS PROORAN
IN RELATION TOt

MOBILE WJRK PLATFOR

0

0 Q:

1.0 HUMAN ENGINEERING DESIGN FACTORS
1.1 Anthropometric Compatability- ' * - * * - - *
1.2 Controls and Displays * .. i

1.3 Fail-Safe Design *-* ** * - * j
1"14 Malfunction Detection

240 MAINTENANCE FACTORS
2.1 Access, Visual_ _ _ _ _ -

2.2 Access# Servicing . * - * - - .-

2.3 Remove and Replace--
2.4 Handling, Physical Limitations - --

2.5 Handlingp Transportation--
2.6 Vehicle Maneuverabilty

3.0 SAFET" FACTORS
3.1 Chemical Decontamination-
3.2 Esoape Provisions_
3.3 Proteotion from Entanglement- -

3.4 Protection from Palling *-&-AL A V, - .t *
3"5 Safety Devices (other) i .*. -**--1:-*t
3.6 Waring Device

i h4.0 PHrsioLOOImA FACTORS

4.1 Biological Damae .. '

- 4.2 Vertigo
4 .3 Vibration Effects

5.0 PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS
" 1 Fear of Heights , - - -

5.2 Fear of Being Crushed
5.3 Fear of Falling A- -A, - --- i* T

5.4 Fear of Isolation- -

5.5 Feeling of Insecurity * '

6.0 ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS
6.1 Acoustic Energy (noise)
6.2 Humidity & Temperature

6.3 Illumination

7.0 HUMAN USE FACTORS
7.1 Procedure
7.2 Time Study
7.3 Training/Selection

FIGURE 15-2
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1.0 DESCRIPTION

1.1 The Mobile Work Platform is a power elevated and manually rotated

auxiliary working level designed basically to provide access to the

missile compartment and skin areas located out of reach of the crib

mounted work platforms. The unit has a telescoped height of 5'-6 3/4"

and it can be raised an additional 67-7 14, controlled by a person

standing on the platform.

V The platform surface measures 27" square with a protruding 12" segment

on one side which mates with the missile openings to provide improved

access into the missile in those areas just above the stage I and II

mating line. The platform can be rotated 3600 and locked into any one

of thirteen positions without moving the vehicle on its wheels.

The unit is powered hydraulically through an electrically driven'

pump which is energized by plugging the extension cord into a 110 Volt

A.C. utility box.

A ladder has been permanently attached to one supporting leg to provide

access to the platform while in its lowest position. Leveling jacks

and tie down straps have been provided to stabilize the fully extended

unit in high level operations. A guard rail can be raised manually

from its stored position to a height of 42"1 to keep personnel from

falling. All four wheels can be locked against swivel action and

are provided with static brakes to hold the vehicle in its stored

location.

The supporting leg sections rotatefrom their position of maximum

stability, closer together to reduce the width of the vehicle while it
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passes through doorways and tunnels from the Ready Maintenance Room

to the Missile Silo. With the unit at its narrowest width a two bar

can be attached which allows it to be towed by the Tig Truck.

1.2 Air Force personnel who represent body sizes between the 5th and 95th

percentile must be able to handle the Mobile Work Platform efficiently

in transit and on the work platform levels without causing damage to

equipment or injury to personnel. The device must be designed to provide

adequate access to those components of the system which are not within

reach of the work platforms but require frequent maintenance attention.

Factors contributing to the successful use of the Mobile Work Platform

have been itemized on the Summary Checklist (Fig. 15-2) and the progress

of the Mobile Work Platform design has been tabulated in detail in the

following Synopsis.

15-
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3.0 DISCUSSION

Original design criteria for the Mobile Work Platform called for a

unit which provided access to the missile skin area and to the missile

doors. TMC then established the requirement that missile crews must

be able to gain access into the missile compartments from this auxiliary

- - platform and requested changes to accomplishing this end. A rubber

L covered, curved segment was recommended by Human Factors Engineering

and incorporated into a modification of the hardware. A study of

TMC drawings revealed that no missile opening exceeded the 42" guard

rail height on the Mobile Work Platform; the railing was therefore

kept as a rigid box form for added strength and rigidity, and the

removable chain originally recommended for that side was deleted.

Several additional recommendations were made by Human Factors

Engineering as a result of drawing reviews and equipment inspections.

Of these, the following remain as suggestions for OB equipment and

should be considered in any future devices of this type:

The controls should be packaged in one easily accessible box containing

dead-man features to keep personnel from being crushed or the missile

equipment from being damaged. The present control stick in a

position which interferes with complete use of platform area while

the unit is being operated and could be dropped accidentally while

being stowed, with injury or damage as a result.

The entire power unit should be part of the static lower section.

This would lower the center of gravity and improve stability while

personnel are using the platform in high level maintenance tasks.

Fail safe features such as an anti-drop device and some means of manually

lowering the platform are needed to improve personnel safety.
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